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Editor’s Note:
Since I began the editing project for this magazine, like many of the stories in this issue,
my life has taken many of its own twists and turns. It’s a good example of life imitating
art. Ever the single independent woman, at 40 years old I decided to go back to college
full-time. From that point I became an independent woman who is now engaged to
be married. Shorty after that, I learned that at 42, I was about to become a mother for
the first time. I hope my life experiences will inspire my child, whether boy or girl, to be
an independent, free-spirited thinker.
I hope that as you read these essays, you feel a sense of community with the writers who
were open to sharing their personal experiences. I would like to thank everyone who
contributed to this magazine; the authors, artists as well as my co-editors. ~ Julia A. Clancy
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Happily Ever After
Julia Clancy

There are many milestones young women, who
are starting out on their
own, look forward to
accomplishing
in
life.
However, there is an
unwritten, yet well understood and fairly common
path most women often follow during their journey to
“Happily Ever After.” First
you go to college or you
start working. Then around
25 or so you get married.
You buy a house with your
new husband, have children
and live happily ever after.
Pretty clear and simple…right?
As I approached my
20’s I anticipated that my life
would take a similar path to
Sami Carley the one mapped out on the
“Life-O-Meter”. I went
along living my life, confident that everything would eventually fall right into
place, just like it was supposed to. On the other hand, I should have been
able to figure out a long time ago, that my life wasn’t going to turn out the
way I planned. In order to continue with this story, I have to first go back
to when I was a child.
My parents divorced when I was very young. When I was 10
years old my mother moved to Florida, sending my brothers and me to live
with our father. My mother had remarried and began a new life. My father
was taking care of the 3 of us, as a single parent. While I was growing up
my dad was always teaching me how to be independent. He told me
several stories of women he’d known who were left powerless when their
husbands passed away. He would tell me about women who didn’t even
know the contents of their bank accounts. Some didn’t even know how to
write a check or pay bills; because these were the things their husbands
always handled. He said he never wanted me to be in that position. He
made sure I was aware of how to budget my money and write checks from
an early age. I don’t think my father even realized what an invaluable tool
he was handing me.
I was 17 when my father passed away. My brothers were much
older than I was and had moved out of the house by the time I was 14. My
mother remained in Florida with her husband while I stayed in New York.
Having been thrust into the clutches of adulthood; it was undoubtedly time
to utilize the skills my father had passed on to me when I was younger. I
was 18 years old and living in a studio apartment, while I finished my senior
year of high school. I attended college for awhile and soon decided that
working full time was better suited for me. I knew it was only a matter of
time before I met the man of my dreams and we’d start our life together.
Marriage, the house, then kids.
By the time I was 28 most of my girlfriends had gotten married,
bought houses and had moved on to staring their families. They were well
on their way to their “Happily Ever After”. I was still the optimist. I knew
my knight in shining armor was right around the corner, ready to come and
sweep me off my feet. Right around that time, I was diagnosed with
endometriosis; a medical condition, that my doctor told me, could leave me
unable to have children. I was devastated! Instead of my life falling into
place, it was falling apart. At 28 I was still single with no committed relationship in sight and had just found out, my hopes for having children might be
gone as well. Who would want to marry a woman who couldn’t have children? After all the one thing women have an edge over men on is giving
birth. I saw my “Happily Ever After” quickly disintegrating.
It took a long time for me to recover from such a crushing blow.
Eventually, I pulled myself up by my bootstraps and began to blaze a new
trail toward my “Happily ever After”. I knew what I really wanted...and what
I really wanted was a house. Just like all my married friends. My goal was
to adopt children and have the family I had longed for. However, I was still
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struggling with the idea of holding out and waiting to get married before
thinking about buying a house. My girlfriends all waited until they were married.
Maybe it was the right way to do things. Deep inside, I was still holding out
hope that becoming Mrs. wasn’t just a fantasy for me. Single women didn’t
buy houses. It was a rule:You get married THEN buy a house.
As I was sat around kissing frogs, waiting for my “Prince
Charming”; I began to take a deeper look at what was happening around
me. I noticed that while my girlfriends were getting married…then buying
the house, several of my single guy friends were buying their first home right
after they had graduated from college and/or landed good jobs. Way before
marriage. The guys were all being commended for their progressive thinking.
You heard comments along the lines of, “Well it’s a great time to buy!!”, “It’s
a great investment!!” “Ohhh…getting yourself a nice bachelor pad are ya?”
One by one, my guy friends would embark on the journey in life known as
home ownership. First my friend Al, then Chris, Matt and Tom.
I began to think about what my father had taught me about
maintaining my independence. That was when it dawned on me, I had a
stable job with a great salary. Why did I have to wait until I get married,
before I bought my home? Why did I have to wait for some guy to come
along to decide when I could live “MY Happily Ever After”. I had all the
same qualifications all those guys did. I had been renting apartments since
I was a senior in high school. I knew how to budget and manage my money.
I was 30 years old and I knew I was throwing my money away while I
continued renting. Paying off someone else’s mortgage, rather than investing it into my own property. What kind of sense did that make? Where
was it written that I was required to be married before buying a house? I
knew it wasn’t impossible to do alone. If the guys can do it…why couldn’t
I? What were all those lessons my father taught me for, if I wasn’t going to
continue using them?

While I was growing up my dad was always teaching me
how to be independent. He told me several stories of
women he’d known who were left powerless when their
husbands passed away. He would tell me about women
who didn’t even know the contents of their bank accounts.
I scrimped and saved for nearly a year. Combined with a small
settlement I received from a car accident I had been in, I finally had my down
payment. I found a modest 2 bedroom home, not far from where I grew
up and I stated my transition from renter to homeowner. Surprisingly, I wasn’t
praised for my forward thinking nearly as much as my single male friends
had been, when they bought their homes. The comments I heard were
more along the lines of, “You’re buying a house all by yourself?” “Do you
really wanna take on such a big responsibility?” “Don’t you want to wait
until you get married first?” People just couldn’t wrap their brains around
the idea of a single woman doing things a little unconventionally.
Dating became the major sitcom of my life, once it was revealed
that I owned my house and didn’t rent; there were two recurring
characters in my personal romantic comedy. The men who portrayed
these characters changed over time; but the role they played always
remained the same. Sort of like the two Darin’s from “Bewitched”. There
was “Mr. Insecure” who thought I was just too independent. He thought he
had nothing to offer me. He would stick around for a little while. But he
was easily scared off. He was insecure about his masculinity and what his
role in the relationship was, so he would often make an early departure
from the scene. His polar opposite “Mr. Needy” was the most laughable as
well as being the most transparent. He loved my independence. He
admired my determination and stability and was hoping I’d simply take care
of him. He would drain the life out of me until finally I’d have to beat him
off with a large stick in order to get rid of him.
Although I faced some challenges…there were far more benefits.
The people closest to me were always my biggest allies. As a whole buying
that house on my own has been one of my greatest accomplishments. As
time went on and I continued living in my home, I learned many valuable
lessons. I learned that taking the path less traveled is often more vibrant
and more fulfilling. I also learned that I had a strong will and a drive to get
to “Happily Ever After”; even if I had to rewrite the original fairy tale.

Independent Woman
Anonymous

I consider myself an aggressive, independent and loving
woman. I started working at the age of fourteen. I worked for
the Summer Youth Program in the Bronx. I was picking weeds
in front of Yankee Stadium. I loved every minute of it because I
felt so independent and loved making my own money. I worked
several other jobs during the summer up until I was 16 years
old. I was out on my own at the age of seventeen. I traveled
when I could and worked the majority of the time. I had my
own money, apartment and no kids. I was a Single Independent
Woman.

I always relied on myself and now I am struggling with
having someone else taking care of me. I cannot get
past the feeling he is doing me a favor and I feel he
has control over everything I do.
I was doing well financially at a young age because
there were things I wanted for myself and I did not want to look
for someone else to get it for me. While some of my associates
were looking for companions, I was looking to see what the
world had to offer. My mother was a single mom who raised
me to be self-sufficient. I do not know if that was the correct
way to go however, this was her way of survival. My mom
taught me never to wait for a man to give you money. Her
saying was, “In order for someone to take care or do for you,
you must do for yourself ”.
When I first met my significant other, he was impressed
with my being independent. The first time we went out, I paid
for dinner. This was a revelation for him. He was very surprised
and impressed at the same time. At this point in my life, I was
doing quite well for myself. Once the relationship progressed, I
discovered that he was struggling financially. I was able and
willing to provide for him until he was able to provide for
himself. He would tell me until this day, he had no problem
accepting money from me.
Ten years later, the financial situation is reversed. I am
currently depending on him after losing my job. I am
uncomfor table with this because I am used to being an
independent woman. I always relied on myself and now I am
struggling with having someone else taking care of me. I cannot
get past the feeling he is doing me a favor and I feel he
has control over everything I do. I feel as if I lost my decision
making once he started to provide for me. I know he means
well, however his thought process is not the same as mine. His
tactics on giving me money was extremely different and I was
struggling mentally with his paying the bills. I lost my dignity and
self-esteem and was very depressed.
I decided to go back to school to pursue a career and
become the independent woman I once was. I felt at the
beginning my boyfriend was not ok with my going back to
school. However, the more he felt it would benefit the two of
us, the more supportive he became, and wanted me to succeed.
I am meeting new people and learning new things. I cannot help
but to want more, and to learn as much as I can.
Today’s society allows a woman to have it all, family and
career. Some men may say they do not mind a woman being
independent and highly educated however, deep down inside I
think they are a little intimidated by it. I guess it really depends
on the man.

Jonathan Ronzka
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Sensational Me
Victoria Mohan

When he would come home from work I would help
him off with his shoes. Making that statement now sounds so
archaic to me but that is what I did. I got married at eighteen
to a man eleven years my senior. He was European and very
old-fashioned. Despite being raised by a single mother, she
instilled very traditional values in me. Taking care of and
pleasing my husband was my job, my ver y thankless and
unappreciated job. I always kept the house spic and span
clean. Dinner was prepared and promptly ready when he
arrived home. What is really weird is at the time I didn’t mind
doing all those things. He was my husband and we were
partners in life. He made the money to support us and I took
care of the house. This was the very normal thought process
for me.
I got accepted to college and was very excited about
starting. Over the summer I found out I was pregnant. I shared
the exciting news with my husband and immediately he said we
needed to make some changes. First we would be moving from
Manhattan to Queens. He didn’t think we should raise a
family in the city. Second, my attending school was out of the
question. No pregnant wife of his was going to college. I tried
to reason with him to see if I could at least go for one
semester but he would not budge. I was quite disappointed. I
did however remain positive and looked forward to my child’s
arrival. I had a beautiful baby girl. My husband was not happy
at all. He wanted a boy more than anything in the world. The
hospital prepared a special dinner of filet mignon and lobster
tails for all the new parents. I was so excited. Filet mignon and
lobster tails were not a part of our regular eating habits. Way
too unaffordable for us so this was a treat. A treat I would wind
up eating alone. My husband didn’t show. There was an older
woman in the bed next to me. She and her husband had
dinner with me. I could tell they felt sorry for me but they were
trying to make me feel better. All evening I had to fight back the
tears.
The next year proved to be very difficult. While I
continued to do everything my husband asked and took care of
the house and our daughter I could feel him distancing himself.
He started working later and later. He started strolling in
whenever he wanted. I never even asked. I was made to feel
as if it wasn’t my place to ask. Well needless to say, to make a
long story short, he was having an affair. I found her number on
my phone by pressing redial. I begged her to stay away from my
husband. I explained to her that we had a baby and that she
was breaking up our family. She said she loved him and was not
going to stop seeing him. I confronted my husband but he
continually denied it. He made it seem as if I was crazy and she
was some stalker. I didn’t believe him. But I somehow made
myself believe it was my fault and that I had failed him
somehow. I decided to take my daughter and move back with
my mother. Needless to say we got a divorce. He proceeded
to continue seeing this woman and had two children with her,
although he never did marry her. My world was crumbling. I
thought my life was set. I was married and had a beautiful
daughter. I thought we would have more children and raise a
family together. I was so naïve. I never for one minute thought
I would end up like this. I was devastated. I felt so blind-sided
and I thought I would never recover. My life had changed
forever…..what I didn’t know was that it was for the better.
I decided to pick up the pieces. I am not a very
vengeful person but I thought my success would show him. I
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could prove that I didn’t need him and that I was better off
without him. I found a job and moved out of my mother’s
house with my daughter. I was a 23 year old single mother with
no college education. But what I did have was determination
and ambition. My mother always told me I could be anything I
wanted and could have anything I wanted in life but I must be
willing to work for it. She told me not to expect things to be
given or handed out to me freely. So I worked really hard. I
became completely independent and took care of my daughter
and me. At the age of 32 I purchased my own home. I had
been promoted to Vice President at my job and was doing very
well. Success was great. Doing so well help build up my
self-esteem and helped me realize that I could do anything.
So here I am a 42 year old college student and Human
Resources Manager for a great company. I love my job, I love
going to school and I love my life. Everything is not perfect all
the time but I realized I am as much of a person as he is. I can
make decisions and run my own life, choose my own path. I
look back at my thought process all those years ago and I am
such a different person now. I am a strong, loving, independent
woman and I wouldn’t want it any other way. I can be
whatever I want. I am me. Sensational me!

I decided to pick up the pieces.
I am not a very vengeful person
but I thought my success would show him.
I could prove that I didn’t need him and that
I was better off without him.

Amanda Bonneli

Typical Feminist Stereotypes Revisited
Christine Makowicz

For many people, the term “feminism,” has a negative
connotation. Many people imagine the stereotypical image of a
feminist when they think of one. They think of an angry,
man-hating, bra-burning, whiny, unattractive lesbian woman with
hairy legs and armpits, who hates sex. For many people that is
the image that is associated with a feminist. I am also a little
guilty when it comes to this. I never thought all of the
stereotypical things about feminists, but the truth is I did think
of a few of them. I have never hated feminists at all, but I have
realized how the media had me subconsciously thinking and
associating the untrue stereotypes with feminists.

Feminism is not about
female dominance,
but is about equality
and better lives
for women.
Feminists are labeled
with these stereotypes
and it is about time
that these stereotypes
change and
people understand
where they come from.
There are reasons
behind many of these stereotypes. The myth is that women
become feminists because they
are too ugly to get a man. That
is where the unattractive
stereotype comes from. In fact,
most feminists look just like
everyone else in society. Also
the myth that feminists hate sex
is completely false. If someone
would just take the time to
read or study feminist history, they would see that over the
years feminists have fought for better access to birth control.
Would someone who hates sex fight for better access to birth
control? Another myth is that feminists don’t respect stay-athome moms, when in all actuality some feminists are stay-athome moms. People who say feminists are whiny are also
wrong. Just because feminists are discontent with some
society norms, they are labeled whiny. Instead of labeling
feminists whiny, people (especially women) should look at what
we have to be thankful for because of these “whiny” women.
Thanks to the whiny women, women can vote, women can
work in any profession they choose, they can own property, and
most importantly they can prosecute men who sexually harass
or discriminate against them.
One of the most common myths is that feminists hate
men. Most feminists don’t hate men and are in long-term
relations or married to men. Feminism is not about female
dominance, but is about equality and better lives for women.

Feminists are labeled with these stereotypes and it is about time
that these stereotypes change and people understand where
they come from.
Just like many other people, I have harbored
stereotypical images of feminists. When I was in middle school
I had an English teach who told us that she was a feminist, and
then I thought all feminists were like her. Remember that I was
also about eleven or twelve years old at this time. My teacher
was a skinny tall woman, with black short hair who looked like
a lesbian. She had seemed very angry, was very outspoken, and
she was very into the women’s movement. I thought that all
feminists were like her and
acted like her. I thought that all
feminists had this dyke look
with their shor t hair and
cer tain style about them. Up
until now, I would have never
actually called myself a feminist.
I thought that I wasn’t a
feminist because I wasn’t like
her at all.
Now that I am
older, much wiser, and better
educated, I would call myself a
feminist because I agree with
most of the feminist views. I
appreciate all the things all
feminists have done in the past
to get women’s rights to
where we are today. I could
not imagine living in a world
where women could not own
property or couldn’t vote. I
could not imagine living in a
world where a woman couldn’t
have easy access to
c o n t r a c e p tives, or have a
safe legal abortion (especially
if she were the victim of
rape), or be able to love
whomever she chooses. I
Billy Patriss couldn’t and definitely
wouldn’t want to imagine a
world where women couldn’t refuse sex even with their
husbands, and where sexual harassment in the workplace
was accepted! I could not imagine living in a world where only
men could work in certain professions. This was the world that
women used to live in. It must have been horrible to live like
that and not have many rights. I think many women today take
for granted the rights and freedoms that they have. Today
women can work in any profession they choose, but men still
make slightly more money so we still have more work to be
done. I am thankful for these feminists for never giving up,
standing up for what they believe in, and making a huge
difference. I am someone who stands up for what I believe
whether others may think it is wrong or right. I believe that all
women should be treated equally, and be treated the same as
men in all aspects of life. Feminists believe that as well. I am
not an angr y, man-hating, bra-burning, whiny, unattractive
lesbian woman with hairy legs and armpits, who hates sex, but
I certainly am a feminist!
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I Am Desired:Therefore I Am Fake
Sandra Mejia

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, is common thing
that most people say, yet never follow. We like to think that true
beauty comes from inside a person but with all the influences
that we have coming in from the media and from our friends,
true beauty has been tainted. Women are no longer
appreciated for the natural curves that they have, they are no
longer considered sexy if they don’t resemble the look of a
model. Even Barbie, yes the doll was altered by expanding her
hips to make her look more “womanly,” but for whom? Who
ultimately decided that women had to look and act a certain
way in order to be beautiful? In some cultures women
sometimes have to undergo excruciating pain in order to be
considered woman enough to marry. Is not true beauty simply
the perception that someone has of someone or something?
The recipe for beauty is to have less illusion and more soul, to
retreat from the belief of pain or pleasure in the body into the
unchanging calm and glorious freedom of spiritual harmony.

Loren Arena

It is obvious that the media has an immense effect on
how we all view ourselves. Our minds are constantly pushed to
think that what we see on TV –all the models and actors and
actresses, are what true beauty is. We have them on a pedestal
and we all in one way or another aim to reach that image of
what true beauty should be. We eat less, we exercise more and
more and we try at least each product once if it gives us a
glimmer of hope of looking or even merely resembling them.
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The recipe for beauty
is to have less illusion
and more soul.
The pictures that are presented to us always look so flawless, so
perfect in each curve at every angle, but what we must also
know is that most of these models and actors have been altered
in one way or another. Nothing is real anymore. Everything is
changed and carefully “erased” so that all the natural flaws are
no longer visible. Natural has become the new fake.
In other countries women have had to go through
worse things in order to become an object of true beauty. For
example, in Chinese cultures women have had to bind their feet
in such a way to begin a molding a process by which their feet
were to be three inches long. It was suggested “that binding the
feet of well-born girls represented their freedom from manual
labor and, at the same time, the ability of their husbands to
afford wives who did not need to work, who existed solely to
ser ve their men and direct household ser vants while
performing no labor themselves. The economic and social
attractions of such women may well have translated into
sexual desirability among elite men.” This all caused
complications for the women and sometimes it became their
own disability.
Another way that women altered their bodies in order
to seem more appealing was through tight lacing. Tight lacing
consisted of wearing a corset so tight as to achieve a silhouette
of a big bust and small waist. Wearing these corsets over a long
period of time eventually altered the shape of the woman’s
body in a way that their organs shifted and their rib cage was
changed all to achieve the look. This drastic alteration
weakened their muscles and eventually the women had to be
dependent on the corset in order to maintain the desirable
look. The image that is expected of us has caused us to hurt
our own bodies in order to be accepted, desired, wanted, and
loved.
True beauty comes from within, from the power of
oneself and knowing oneself. Beauty is in the way we carry
ourselves, in our confidence and in a mere genuine smile. That’s
what beauty is; it’s not a fixed nose, nor a bigger bra size or a
smaller waistline. Knowledge is sexy, knowing the difference
between superficial and natural. We are all sexy in our way. We
all look different and because we do we have so much beauty
to explore. If one cannot see the true beauty that lies within
the world and in all the differences then one does not see nor
understand what it means to be beautiful. We don’t need to
bind our feet to three inches. Who can walk on three inches
anyway? We don’t need an itty-bitty waistline. Pure beauty in
a woman lies in all her curves and each contour of her body.
That’s what makes us women and not men. We have to delight
in our image and with that knowledge we become irresistible to
all.

Swinging Hammers
Leanne Gordon

When growing up, it isn’t very easy for a money
hungry girl to find money. Yes, you can put out a table and sell
strangers lemonade for a measly 10 cents a cup, or even babysit
for the bare minimum and be completely bored out of your
mind doing nothing as soon as you put that baby to sleep, or
even worse be pulling out your hair because the child will not
stop screaming. Men have it a bit differently; they cut lawns,
shovel snow, rake leaves, and do anything that a person could
do, but just doesn’t feel like doing. If a female would try to do
these things, they would simply get laughed at and called “cute”.
Being the only girl of four had taught me to not even
think twice about going out and trying to do what my brothers
did. They were boys and only boys were allowed to do that
stuff, not little and weak girls. Because I was so strong-minded,
I never believed that this was true but no one had ever really
given me a chance to prove it to myself and others.
My Dad started taking my brothers to work with him,
doing home improvements when his boss needed some extra
help; I heard how much they were making and I was instantly
interested. I bugged him everyday until he finally asked his boss.
His boss’s reply was “we can use someone to empty the tools
out of the truck in the beginning of the day and put them back
at the end of it.” Not caring what I did, as long as I made money
I jumped on the offer.
Day after day I proved myself and got every task done
that I was assigned. Because I busted my butt doing the small
things and my Dad’s boss was impressed, he started to let me
do bigger tasks until I was painting rooms and putting closets in
by myself. Each time we’d go to a customer’s house the owner
would look at me with a funny face and a smirk.
One time

Denise Mitsch

I even overheard a customer who was a man on the phone with
someone else, outraged, saying that he couldn’t believe his
contractor brought a girl on the job. I was told to spackle and
paint his bedroom; it took me four hours and when the
customer came in the room his mouth dropped and he
looked at me in disbelief. I didn’t say one word to him and
smiled as I left the room.
Until this day, 6 years later I still get asked by my Dad’s
now ex-boss that if I want to work, to give him a call. I
outshined every guy on that team aside from him and my dad,
of course. I loved seeing people basically take me for a joke
until I’d make something in their home look beautiful and then
they’d praise me unbelievably.
Because I was a female, these people never took me
seriously. I had to prove to them that I was a serious worker
and that a female could in fact do the job that only men were
supposed to do. I’ll still tell people that my first job ever was
doing home improvement work and they look at me in shock,
and my dad still tells people that his best worker ever is his
daughter and she could run circles around any man.

Because I busted my butt doing the small things
and my Dad’s boss was impressed,
he started to let me do bigger tasks until
I was painting rooms and
putting closets in by myself.
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Just Because She’s A Girl Doesn’t Mean She Can’t Shred
Mario Burdo

In today’s society, music is a part of everyday life.
Everywhere you go and walk there are people listening to all
different types and styles of music. It ranges from your typical
pop stars such as Brittney Spears or Miley Cyrus to rock bands
such as Led Zeppelin and The Rolling Stones. In a majority of
rock bands from the past and still today in the present, most of
the band members if not all are males. This is most likely caused
by the fact that people don’t think women can play an
instrument as good as a guy can or can’t rock out as good as
males can either.

We realized that just about everyone was surprised
that we had a girl in our band and
they all immediately stereotyped us
and were saying that we probably weren’t
even that good so they had nothing to worry about.

I am currently in a band called Michael vs. Finnigan. It
started out with my friends Brendan, George and me fooling
around one day playing our instruments, Brendan on guitar,
George on drums and me also on guitar. We all immediately
clicked together and we starting talking about starting a band
just for fun. The only problem was that we needed a bass
player. A few months passed and we tested out 3 bass players,
all males, and none of them seemed to catch our eyes. Then
one night when all our friends got together, they overheard us
talking about not finding a bass player and our friend Kerri said
in her sweet little voice,“I play bass guitar.” We all looked at her
and said, “You play bass?” and she looked at us, confused, and
said, “Yeah, just because I’m a girl doesn’t mean I can’t play bass
guitar.” The following practice Kerri decided to come and play
with us. We were all in shock about how well she was able to
play. She was really impressive and was a lot better than the
other bass players that we have tried. We then decided to
accept Kerri into our band.
A few months later after we had written a bunch of
songs, we decided to enter a “Battle of the Bands” at St. Josephs
College. We met up with a bunch of the other bands before
the show actually started and as we were talking to them, we
realized that just about everyone was surprised that we had a
girl in our band and they all immediately stereotyped us and
were saying that we probably weren’t even that good so they
had nothing to worry about. As the show went on we were
watching a bunch of the other bands and in my opinion they
were all relatively good so we all weren’t expecting to win and
just wanted to have fun. It was then time for us to get on stage
and play. Throughout our set we noticed a lot of the crowd
cheering and really getting into it and it made us feel great and
gave us all this energy on stage that the people loved. Towards
the end of the night, they stared to announce the winners.
Everyone stood in silence as they said, “The winners of this
years Battle of the Bands is, Michael vs. Finnigan!” We all looked
at each other so happy! The crowd started to cheer and
applaud as we went up on stage to accept our prize. We
weren’t expecting to win at all, we just were there to have fun
and meet new people and bands.
As we started to pack all our stuff up and load them
into our cars, a girl out back rudely shouted, “You only won
because you have a girl in your band and they felt bad!” As soon
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Christina Biundo

as she said that, one of the other bands turned around and said,
“No you’re completely wrong. Just because she’s a girl doesn’t
mean she can’t shred, they were awesome and that’s why they
won!” They then walked over to us and they turned to Kerri
and said, “Don’t listen to anyone, they don’t know the talent it
takes to play bass guitar, and you Kerri have talent. We were all
not expecting that at all from you, but you surprised all of us and
everyone in the crowd and proved that you CAN play bass
guitar just as good as any guy can!” We all smiled and were
happy that people were able to realize that just because she is
a girl doesn’t mean she is bad at bass guitar.
As we play more shows and attend more concerts we
are starting to notice that a lot of the newer bands that are
being formed are starting to have girl band members in them.
I think that the society is starting to realize that it doesn’t
matter what gender you are to have a certain talent. Anyone
with the right motivation and commitment can do anything
anyone else can do no matter what anyone says.

Those Early Mornings Worth Waking Up For
Kristina Kmecova

I always enjoy those early mornings that are worth
waking up for. The alarm usually goes off at five or six. I sprint
to the bathroom wash up, get dressed and head downstairs. I
open the fridge and throw a couple of frozen water bottles,
double shots, and red bulls into my cooler. Sunscreen.
Sunglasses. Wallet. Helmet. Camera. I’m out the door.
First thing I notice as I walk to my driveway is the sun.
I’m thankful because its powerful rays are shining down at my
tornado-red baby, bringing out the fierce look of my diablesse.
“We’ll stop by at Starbucks,” I announce to my boyfriend who is
already waiting in his car. I’m anxious and excited. Adrenaline
is pumping through my blood as I hum the words to Paul Van
Dyk’s, “Let Go.”
It’s taking us about thirty minutes to get down to the
Nassau Coliseum. As we arrive, I notice that the parking lot is
pleasantly full. I park next to my brother. After a brief greeting,
we’ll get on the line and fill out the applications. There are only
two other girls at this event. One of them is standing on the
line in front of me. She’s wearing a green tank top with a small
logo, “Porsche Racing.” I quickly notify the guys because all of a
sudden I’m happy that I won’t be the only one. The other girl
is Asian and is in charge of collecting our forms. I paid her the
fifty dollars entry fee and signed the waiver. She informed me
that I’ll be participating with Group B.
My boyfriend and my brother will be in the Group B as
well but are competing in their own category—6 cylinder, ultra
performance tires. I am in the 4 cylinder/turbo category,
maximum performance tires. I return to my car and start
emptying everything out from the trunk, preparing it for the
safety control. They check my tires, trunk and interior. “You
have to take the floor mats out.” Smiling, I say,“Thank you.” The
morning preparation is now officially complete.
The second part involves walking the course, followed
by instructions and pointers. It’s crucially important that you

remember the track. These little orange cones are not guiding
you through your path. “Make sure you’ll stay close to the cones
in the turns. That’s the trick,” my brother says. Again, I’m
reminded of every second that will be important to me in the
next few hours. “If you ever lose control, don’t look at the
pole,” says one instructor. Everyone laughs. This is it. Everything
has been said, I’m ready to face my opponent. It’s hard to tell
what the other person is capable of when it comes to
competition. However, at the end of the day even if you lose,
it’s easy to satisfy yourself with the simple, “I tried my best.”
After all, your opponent could have more experience, a fast car,
and better tires which could lead to better results.
Walking back to my car, thoughts are rushing through
my head as I remind myself to do my best. I kiss my boyfriend
before I put my Shoe helmet on. I start the engine, roll down
the windows, and get on the line where others are patiently
awaiting. Ready, set, go. I accelerate, pushing the gas pedal,
bringing my RPM’s to 3500. Shifting to the second gear, I’m
already in my first turn. Drifting through each and every turn
fills me with satisfaction and I can’t stop smiling. Adrenaline is
pumping through my blood because I’m racing against time.
Each and every second counts. The first lap is over. I look at the
board 68 seconds. I’ll have seven more chances to beat my
opponent, finally realizing that I’m competing against myself.
After my two laps are over, the groups switch. Each individual
from my group is assigned to a job or a task as a form of
contribution to the event. This is a sort of teamwork. I am
standing in the finish line and through sign language I report to
the drivers how they did in their round. My hands become the
target of communication. Each of my fingers represents the
number of cones the driver knocked down. Thumbs up means
no mistakes, crossed arms, off the course. The girl with the
Porsche design tank top is in this category. She drives a ZO6
and has her own instructor. I’m eager to see how she does,
because obviously she’s a professional. In the first round, she
knocked down quite a few cones and after the penalty her time
was somewhere in the 60’s. Later on I overhear some people
say this is her first time driving the Corvette and that’s why her
results are not as expected. During the break, we bump into
each other on the way to the bathroom. “You’ve done this
before?” I ask? “Yes I have,” she said. We talk for a bit and I learn
that she’s a Porsche Racing Driver. She offers me some
pointers about how to improve my time and I’m happy because
getting advice from a woman who’s a professional in a
male-dominated field is special.

“Make sure you’ll stay close to the cones in the turns.
That’s the trick,” my brother says.
Again, I’m reminded of every second
that will be important to me in the next few hours.
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My Hero Alexis
Mario Burdo

There are many jobs that are dominated by men. A big
influence on this has to do with the mindset people have that
certain job areas should be male dominant and others are more
female dominant. Many males doubt the skill of a woman when
it comes to being in a specific work place. My very close friend
Alexis whom I refer to as Lex has inspired me in many ways due
to this mindset of people.
Lex
is
currently
working as an Air Traffic
Controller. This career is
predominantly dominated by
men. Her job consists of
communicating with pilots and
telling them the altitude and
speed they should be traveling
at. Although she is not
operating the plane physically, it
is she who is commanding the
pilot on the direction they
should be going and how they
should fly the plane. Being that
a majority of pilots are males,
this results in the idea that a
male is taking orders from a
female. A lot of males think that
they are superior to women
and should not take orders
from them no matter what the
circumstances are. In this
par ticular situation they have
no choice.

A lot of males think that they are superior to
women and should not take orders from them
no matter what the circumstances are.
In this particular situation they have no choice.

Lex had a bad experience at work once. She once had
a communication error with one of the pilots and could not
understand them. She then guided them the wrong way at first
due to the poor communication. She had gotten reprimanded
for the mistake even though it wasn’t necessarily her fault. She
then overheard someone say, that’s what happens when you
have a woman do a man’s job. That comment really bothered
her later on in the day. Any air traffic controller can make a
simple mistake regardless of their gender. People are not born
perfect, it’s just not possible.
Aboard the aircraft is an average of 300 people. Even
though Lex is a female, she is responsible for making sure those
passengers get to their location safely. If you think about it, she
basically saves 300 people’s lives every time she gives orders to
the pilot to guide them to their location.
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When I think of the phrase “saving lives,” I think of a superhero.
A superhero’s main job is to protect people and save their lives.
The first thing that comes to mind when I think of the word
Superhero is a Male figure such as Superman or Spiderman. I’m
sure many of you can agree with me that when you think of the
word superhero, the image of Wonder Woman does not pop
into your head first due to the mindset of the word Superhero.
That is because society stereotypes certain jobs with gender.
I believe it is safe to say that
since heroes save people’s lives
and protect people on a daily
basis, you can consider Lex to
be a hero because she ensures
the safety of hundreds of people everyday. Even though she
is a female does not mean she
cannot be a hero.
In most family households, it
is the man’s job to go to work
and bring home the cash, and it
is the wife’s job to stay home,
cook, clean and take care of the
kids. Some people think that
women aren’t capable of
bringing home the cash to
support their family and that
only men can bring home the
real money. Lex, on the other
hand is not one of those
women. She currently lives in
Justin Burke her own apartment, buys her
own groceries, cooks for herself, and goes to work full-time. Although she does not have a
family to support, she still pays for her own car insurance, her
rent, her phone bill, her food, her household appliances, and all
of her clothes. All of that responsibility is all at the hands of a 19
year old girl who is just like you and me. She is also a fan of
sports cars. She recently purchased a brand new Lexus IS F.
People always go up to her and go, “awe daddy hooked you up
nicely” and when she responds to their smart remarks, they are
in shock at the fact that she bought her car herself with her own
money. She says, “It’s called hard work, you should work for
what you have and want, not rely on other people to support
you or your things!” When people say remarks like that, it
makes her so mad that people think that just because she is a
woman, doesn’t mean that she can’t make her own money and
buy herself nice things.
Lex has been a big influence on the way I view women
today. She has taught me that women are capable of doing any
kind of work even if there is discrimination towards gender
involved. Women do not have to rely on a man to support
themselves and buy nice things for them. Anyone is capable of
doing anything as long as they have the right motivation.

Identity Theft
Heather Rivera

I now know what is really important. I need to do
what I need to do. Society's dreams are nice sure,
but I also have to fulfill my own personal dreams.
I need my own identity back.

Marketa Forstova

“What about you, Heather? Are you angry?” This
question was posed to me at a Women's Club meeting by Dr.
Gertrude Postl. She asked this of me after we were discussing
how women today are feeling as a whole, due to pressures from
society. I answered, “No. Well, I don't think I am anyway.” The
meeting was about philosopher Mary Daly, who had recently
passed away. Daly was a true radical feminist and she was angry,
very angry. She felt that women were held back due to
patriarchal rule over education, religion and business. She was
inspired by the angry climate of the 70's and very influential to
women during that time. As a result of this meeting, students
and professors alike were raising questions about how angry
today's women really are.
This is the question in particular that really opened my
eyes. While I was not so sure how to answer at that time, I have
done some serious soul searching to find the correct answer. I
have never thought of myself as an angry person. I admit I have
made some mistakes in life, but nothing ever happened to me
that was so detrimental that it made me feel angry on a daily
basis. After all aren't we all angry at times? I have everything to
be happy about. Everything I ever wanted, or do I? Let's take
an inventory. I have a husband, a seven year old son, a house,
nice car and dog too. Seems like the American dream! I must
be happy; I'd be crazy not to be! This is the stuff people long
for.
Ever since I was a little girl, I would hear how big of a
wedding I needed, what a grand house I should get one day,
what a wonderful husband and children I would need to make
me happy. Yes, I am happy with all those aspects of my life. My
husband is wonderful, my son is a gift from the Gods, and my
house I am truly blessed to have. I have all this at the age of 32.

I must be doing quite well according to what I heard I needed
as girl. All this and yet....Who am I? I am Max's mom; I am Mrs.
Rivera, Lou’s wife. That is who I am. Not, what I had imagined
earlier in my years. I am only now finishing up my college
credits at SCCC to move forward with my dream of being a
history professor. I started this over ten years ago! Why did I
not finish? Good question. I felt pressure to hurry up and get
married, after all I was 24, and on my way to spinsterhood! I
had to have a child, buy a house and have the quintessential
American Dream, before I was old and sour. My education was
put on hold. I now know what is really important. I need to do
what I need to do. Society's dreams are nice sure, but I also
have to fulfill my own personal dreams. I need my own
identity back.
Before I was married I was Heather Kolokotronis
descendant of Greek heroes, history buff, and aspiring Professor.
My great-great grandfather was the General for the Greek
Liberation Army against Turkish rule. There are statues erected
to him in Athens to this day. I embraced my family history with
a passion. This is where my passion for history itself stems from.
I have wanted teach history for a very long time, yet I am just
getting around to this dream now. I remember wanting to join
the military as a teenager, and I was looking into the Navy. My
grandfather, quickly squashed that idea, and told me, “I've seen
war and the military is no place for a woman. You don't need
to ever see that.” I took that information and decided that I
wanted to teach history to others so the men who have fought
in wars would not be forgotten with time.
Why is American culture so harsh on our young
women? If I felt this pressure to get married and turn into “June
Cleaver” then surely others do as well. I cannot be the only one
out there that feels this. So, am I angry? I would have to say
“yes”. I am angry, but at myself for following along blindly with
those ideas that society has drilled into my brain over the years.
When you really sit back and look at it, there is nobody to be
angry with but myself. I allowed my identity to be taken, I
needed all these things at such a young age, and now ten years
later, I am getting back on path.
Perhaps, if I was never directly asked that question, I
would not have had the epiphany that I am angry, so it may have
taken a few more years until it really hit me. I am glad I have
come to realize it sooner rather than later, so I may speak about
my own experiences to other young women, who still have
these two paths before them. Make sure you pick the right path
for you at the given time. Make it your decision, not a pressuredriven one. Make sure it's what you ultimately want so there is
not unhappiness with yourself later on. True happiness has to
come from within. Don't fall victim to identity theft at the hands
of society. I can tell you firsthand how easy it is to fall into this
trap.
I would like to take this time to thank Dr. Postl for
helping me to open my eyes to what I am feeling, and why I am
pushing forward with my education. She may not have known
the importance of her simple question at the time, and neither
did I at first.
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Just Let Me Be
Chrystalle Marichal

I’m Mormon and 23 soon to be 24. As if being Mormon isn’t
tough enough with all its do’s and don’ts, the Mormon religion
is so sexist! Mormons put such a strain on young adults to get
married at a young age and to have children soon after. It’s not
a rule, but rather that it’s implied that if a woman is not married
with a small child by the time she’s 24-25, there is something
wrong with her.
Perhaps this is why since I was 19 my father has been
pressuring me to get married. Not only do I have to hear it
from my father every time we talk, but now I have my mom and
little sister getting on me too. I literally hear this every day. Of
course I can’t wait to get married, what girl doesn’t dream of
her wedding day? I just don’t appreciate being rushed and
making it seem like there is something wrong with me because
I’m not married. My parents have even gone as far as “teasing”
me and calling me cheap, and a whore because I’m dating guys
and not settling for just anyone. When I get married, I want it
to be to the right guy. I don’t want to get divorced so why
would I marry just anyone? I need to be smart about who I
marry. I’m not trying to imply that I’m picky with men, but
rather that I haven’t found the right one. I don’t see a rush. I see
and hear so many stories of Mormon women who just get
married because they feel they have to. Turns out these women
aren’t truly happy in their lives and their marriage. I’m not
saying this about every Mormon woman, but quite a few of
them. I don’t want that to be me.
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I understand that marriage is extremely difficult at
times, but I’d rather work through the problems with someone
I truly love and care about. Not someone who’s just my
husband, but my best friend and soul mate. No one is perfect
and I know I will never find the perfect man, but I want to wait
for someone who has all, if not most of the qualities that I want
in a man.
I just don’t understand why the Mormon religion
stresses young marriage so much. I feel that the Mormon
religion should emphasize the importance of meeting the right,
most compatible person for you, rather than just meeting
someone and a few months later getting married. I believe that
there should also be more teaching on making the marriage
healthy and happy, rather than on just getting married to
procreate. I will get married when I’m ready and when I find
the right guy who is also my best friend. I just wish my family
would leave me alone about it.

As if being Mormon isn’t tough enough
with all its do’s and don’ts,
the Mormon religion is so sexist!

Daniel Vasile

Domination of the Mind and Everything in Between
Faiqa Mirzai

Growing up here in America is a difficult task when you
are an immigrant, but then when you have to deal with strict
Muslim parents, it is another experience entirely. I was born in
Kabul, Afghanistan but due to the times, we had to immediately
relocate to America in order to escape the harsh realities of the
war with the Soviet Union at the time. My father did not want
us growing up in that society; he wanted to give us a better life.
We came here in 1983 when I was a mere 6 months
old. Growing up as a Muslim girl, I faced many obstacles within
my family circle. My parents came from a very pious and
traditional background where the word of God was the only
way of life. This posed a problem when trying to raise kids in
an American society. We were taught never to ask questions
against God because there was and is no tolerance for
curiosity—it just is what it is and will be.
My father was head of the household and my brother
was his successor. Nothing was decided without his consent.
Early on, when my sisters and I were in our “play stage” of life,
we, like most little girls, liked dolls and playing with them.
However, my father was against any kind of doll play. He took
the one doll we each owned and trashed them. When we cried
and asked why we were not allowed to play with them he
replied, “You might get the wrong impression and end up being
a young mother.” Therefore, he pretty much raised us like boys.
We weren’t allowed to wear dresses or put on nail polish. He
would threaten to cut our fingers off if he saw them painted.
Still, I had a lot of ambition and hope for my future. I
wanted to become a professional dancer. As a child I asked to
be enrolled into tap and gymnastic classes to enhance my
opportunity of becoming what I naturally loved doing. But my
father was also against this idea. I was beaten for “wanting to
move my body and show my skin to strangers.” Every hope and
dream I ever embodied, was shattered like an arrow piercing
through glass. This was the irony of my life—to be in America
and have the opportunities in plain sight but be forced to stand
by like a wallflower and watch others.
One can imagine what this type of irrational mentality
can do to a young mind. I was denied everything I wanted,
unable to fathom the fate of my life. Slowly but surely, I lost
myself and my purpose on this earth. As I progressed in my
teenage years I had long forgotten about all the dreams I once
held dear to my heart. I was a puppet and my father was the
master puppeteer. The impact that this had was detrimental to
my very existence. I began to feel like an outcast everywhere I
went, an introvert who had difficulty speaking or making eye
contact with others. I hated life and became very depressed. My
performance in school took a beating as well. I started to rebel
in my own ways—drinking, drugging, anything to prove that I
was my own person.
Eventually my father passed on, but the negative
feelings and unnecessary irrational discipline carried on in my
brain. I remained an underdog for many years after. Because I
was not able to explore who I am at a very early age and get
to know my true desires and talents; I was lost in a fog for years.
I finally came out of the haze a few years back and entered
college in 2006. Most people you know or have come across,
can tell you at this stage in life what their true aspirations are
but I am still searching. I must say though, that although the
experience was horrible while going through it, I have learned
the ways of the psyche and will be well prepared when having
children of my own. I will allow them all the opportunities
which I was deprived of.

Growing up here in America is a difficult task
when you are an immigrant, but then
when you have to deal with strict
Muslim parents, it is another experience entirely.

Carly Jung
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A New Life
Abi Kooplikkat

my mother’s life dramatically. She lived in fear of her life
companion even after giving birth to two kids. Even after twenty three years in their marriage, my father’s viewpoint of women
had made my mother into a prey that feared her predator
husband. Any decisions that were made in our family were by
my father. My mother’s opinions or comments about anything
were given no value in our family. My father’s perspective was,
women are ignorant and are not able to make any decisions,
even though my mother’s viewpoint in certain things was
absolutely right. But gradually she became less and less
confident in her life. She would not even raise her voice to yell
at her kids, when my father was home. There were many
occasions when I had to ask her to punish me for the things I
did when I was a kid. Thus, my mother was completely ignored
and only allowed to stay home and take care of the household.

My mother’s opinions or comments about
anything were given no value in our family.
My father’s perspective was,
women are ignorant and are not able
to make any decisions, even though
my mother’s viewpoint in certain things
was absolutely right.

Patty Filbert

Women all around the world are stereotypically
considered weak and diminished to a situation where they
cannot express their valuable attributes towards the world. I
would like to take this opportunity to talk about my mother’s
encounters in life where her sex was a crucial matter. She grew
up in a family with three brothers and five sisters. My mother
had a life full of happiness until she got married. My mother got
married to an Indian army soldier. This was a time when a
bride’s personal choice was not considered valuable, where the
head of the household made the decision in choosing the
groom. When my mother was growing up, she had no idea
about any kind of alcoholic drinks, due to the fact that her
brothers had never exposed her to any. In India, every soldier
consumes alcohol, because that seems to be the only relaxation
in between their hardship and life in the military. My mother
being completely ignorant about this fact always wondered
about why her husband would come home drunk every night
and get into a verbal fight with her. One day when my father
went to work, she decided to have a sip of an alcoholic drink to
see what this does to a human. Their relationship had changed
in the blink of an eye, when my father came home and found
out that the level of liquor in the bottle had gone down. The
first thing he did to his wife was to brutally punch her in the
face, saying “This is only for men.” The dreams and plans about
her married life my mother had were shattered like a glass after
this incident.
My mother had lost all her hopes in her marriage after
being married for only four months. This incident had changed
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When I was growing up, I tried to bring her out by
making her communicate with us even when my father was
home. My father had shown the worst face of manliness
towards a woman, and didn’t even consider her as a human
being. My father’s concept was that women were not allowed
to talk in front of the public (where men are talking), even if it
was a family reunion. This holds true for my grandparents, who
have supported all the abuse my father had done to her. Before
my mother’s marriage, even if she wanted to work, she was not
allowed to because she was told by her brothers that, “We
don’t want any women working for a living in our family.”
In the newer society women have the right to divorce,
whereas my mother, who was unemployed and only taught
about her children’s future did not even stand a chance for
divorce. At the same time, my father complained about how
she was dependent because of being a housewife. If my
mother was allowed to work for a living, by her brothers, she
would have led a happy life rather than living in a prison-like
environment.
It was a rebirth for my mother, when we came to the
United States. My mother enjoyed working and there was
nothing her husband could do about her being a woman and
taking care of the household like men do. My father’s views
about women are gradually changing to the point where he has
to depend on his wife for financial support. Today, my mother
is given choices and is asked opinions about our daily life
decisions. This could be because of the fact that we are not in
our country, and my father cannot have his way. Also, the
children are grown up to the age where everything the father
says will be questioned. The society should be changed to the
level where women can participate and utilize their rights as a
human being in all ways men do.

What am I, your maid
Stefany Mujica

I was 15 when I got my first job. I can still remember how I felt
about earning my own money to use it however I pleased. My parents
weren’t so pleased with the idea, but they knew that it would enforce an
idea of responsibility in me. A friend from school worked in a Dunkin
Donuts/Baskin Robbins at the South Shore Mall. She was very close to the
manager and she got me an interview. My first real interview wasn’t official
at all. I went to my friend for advice about what I should wear for my
interview; she suggested jeans and a plain shirt. The manager of the store
was named Charlie. The interview lasted 2 hours. We discussed what my
duties would be and the store’s policies. I was so excited to get the job that
I can barely remember what we discussed that day. All I knew was that I
was starting the following Monday.
Monday came; I was working from 8 to 2. I was introduced to the
employees, got a uniform and started working immediately. The shift leader
in charge started training me at Baskin. Frankly, I learned everything pretty
quickly, the many recipes for shake and sundaes did not seem difficult at all;
or maybe my nerves held the reigns that day and I made no mistakes. The
following days I was congratulated for learning Baskin well and fast; I even
overheard my shift leader saying that I was ready to close. And so the
following week three out of the four days I was working, I closed.
The first day of closing I made sure I got there a few minutes early
to meet with Charlie to go over a few things. Charlie asked me the usual
follow-up questions: how was I doing? And how was I coping with the
required cleaning? I told him that I was kind of nervous since that day was
my first day closing I hoped I would do a good job.
He replied, “Don’t worry you’ll do fine, besides you are Spanish
and all Spanish women can clean their asses off.” I stood quietly for a
moment, and then I responded by correcting him. I clearly stated that I
wasn’t Spanish, I was Hispanic. It was odd to see how someone could not
note the difference between the two. Spanish refers to a native homeland
and language, and Hispanic is an ethnic group. I didn’t allow his comment
to affect my work, but it bothered me that I couldn’t understand what he
implied. Did he mean that since I was Hispanic I should be a good cleaner
or that if I sucked at cleaning I wouldn’t be a typical Hispanic woman? It is
true that many Hispanic women seek cleaning jobs in houses or restaurants,
to find good salaries and short hours not because they are necessarily good
at it, but because the time and the money is enough to also give them time
to attend to their homes. In addition many of these women employ
themselves in these types of work settings hoping that the need to use
English between them and their employers is minimal. As I walked down to
Baskin I noticed that the shift leader closing with me was white, I
immediately said,“Great I’m doing all the cleaning tonight.” I hadn’t noticed
that I had just contributed to the cycle of stereotyping. It is amazing to
realize that it can only take one person to change your view of others even
yourself.
Shortly after I was hired a few guys were hired as well. In their
first day of training they were taken around Baskin to get them familiar with
the store. I recall hearing the shift leader working with me saying, “Good
more guys to help with the lifting, cause the cleaning is covered”. I

Samatha Raso

I expressed that I
was kind of nervous
since that day was
my first day closing
I hoped I would do
a good job.
He replied, “don’t
worry you’ll do fine,
besides you are
Spanish, and all
Spanish women
can clean their
asses off ”.

remember laughing and sarcastically telling her that boxes filled with sugar
cones weren’t that heavy. I later pulled them aside and made myself clear
that everyone was to clean and that I wasn’t going to be a maid for anyone.
At home my parents wouldn’t allow me to even pick up after
myself in fear that I would be distracted from my studies. My two main
settings were so opposite that for a good time I felt displaced as if I wore a
different hat at home and at work. I managed with the cleaning and I
actually liked it; I became very organized and attentive to the needs of the
store. My success at the store got me to become shift leader in only 4
months. I became close to Charlie, I never thought of him as offensive for
the comment he made a couple months earlier. I knew that he only
stereotyped me because others do it and in some instances even Hispanic
people themselves categorize themselves in this manner.
One night I was closing with the girl who got me the job. I
remember I started at 2 until 10. It was a Saturday; as usual it was so busy
that by 7 the store was trashed and filthy. She and I decided that we would
stop attending customers an hour before our shift ended to clean the store.
As planned, at 9 we started cleaning; we looked like soldiers with a mission.
We swept away every bit of filth in the store, got rid of every smudge in
our eyesight, and when we were done we took a moment to admire our
masterpiece. Among tired steps and sighs of exhaustion, my friend turned
to me and said, “We are truly Mexicans, do you see this place, we should
get inspected tomorrow I’ll bet you we will pass with flying colors”. I looked
at her and told her that I wasn’t Mexican, I was Peruvian. She started
laughing and told me to not take it literally. At that moment I understood
Charlie’s comment. I was not only stereotyped for being a Hispanic woman
but for being an immigrant as well. That night I knew that there was no
escaping the assumptions made of me regarding my sexuality but also my
background.
In a store meeting after the incident with my friend, Charlie
discussed his concern about the fluctuation of our cleaning habits. He
jokingly said, “We cannot expect Ashley and Stefany to do all the cleaning,
I cannot overwork my little Mexicans.” Everybody broke out in laughs
including myself and Ashley. I had no right to feel insulted by his comments
since these exact same words had come out from a Hispanic woman
working here. And to be completely honest and a bit hypocritical I felt
somehow protected since the qualities I had made me more valuable than
the rest. Or was it all part of the mind game imposed by society to make
me fit better into my role, a maid?
My experience while working for the franchise grew considerably
and soon I was fit to carry on more significant duties at the store. This led
to my becoming Assistant Manager. I can recall the times when Charlie
acknowledged my work and the effort I was putting in the store to improve
sales and create more satisfied customers. His comments about the
cleaning never ceased, they just came less frequently. Sadly to say, I never
confessed to Charlie how his comment had affected me. As the years
passed by, we both learned from each other. He knew I wasn’t just a tool
for cleaning; and I knew that his intentions were never to offend me. I guess
what I am trying to say is that among those unspoken words I had replaced
others, forged by my commitment and work ethic.
It is a very confusing and hypocritical world we live in. It is
impossible to look in the mirror and say you have never been a target of or
have participated in any act of discrimination. I have been a target for
others to unleash their desire to debase me for being different or for not
fitting in their so-called typical ways. In spite of it, I have conducted my life
with patience and responsibility for my actions. I honor the fact that I treat
others in a manner that I want to be treated. Respect is hard to earn but
easily lost.
We live in a society in which stereotyping is not as harmless as
my experience but it can reach dangerous levels of discrimination. People
often choose to place a veil on their eyes, instead of confronting their own
prejudice. Agreeing is much easier than disapproving. Few are the ones that
stand alone for a cause. Being a woman nowadays is very challenging; we
do not only undergo physical challenges but social as well. I am proud to
be a Hispanic woman. I am a symbol of change, endurance and intelligence.
Women have so much to offer not only to our families but our
communities as well as our nation, but only if we are given a chance free
of stereotyping.
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Being Bisexual
Anonymous

At first, I thought it was her
hair. It was deep copper in shade
and shimmered with luster.
Ever ything else about her, by
conventional standards, was plain.
Her nose was pronounced, her eyes
diminutive. Her lips stretched thin
with every smile. I was enamored.
Maybe it was because
friendship never came easily to me,
at least, not with other girls. That
was my rationale. It was friendship,
purely, and I simply liked her hair. As
time wore on, I also “only” liked how
soft her lips were, particularly upon
mine. She had a boyfriend, and I
continued to have my own string of
suitors. I did not hate men—in fact,
some aspects of masculinity
attracted me, very much so. I was
not a lesbian, but more and more I
became aware of how beautiful the
girl who sat in front of me in study
hall was, or how Kate’s eyes sparkled
when she laughed.
My family was never
disapproving—in fact, they were all
too welcoming.
Ignorance is
beginning to become stale in society.
Acceptance is the new black, or at
least, that’s how my mother saw it.
Still, I did not test the waters by
bringing Kate home, and I never let a
hint slip to my father. It just was an unsaid boundary—they
thought of this as a phase, hopefully one quickly outgrown, and
they would not reject me, but never doubted for a second that
I would marry a male and bear grandchildren.

In fact, some aspects of masculinity attracted me,
very much so. I was not a lesbian, but more and
more I became aware of how beautiful the girl
who sat in front of me in study hall was,
or how Kate’s eyes sparkled when she laughed.

Though these things were never said, they were always
implied. It did not matter to me, in my four teen-year-old
wisdom. I simply enjoyed the company and stolen kisses of
Kate, and thought nothing of the future.
I was crushed to find out she did not think of the future
either, when I saw her hand interlocked with that of a male
classmate. When I confronted her, alone, one afternoon, she
giggled.
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“It was fun, Jess, sure. But I’d
never actually have a girlfriend. It’s just
a thing.”
I went on to date males
exclusively for a few years. When I did
open up to them about being
bisexual, their responses were usually
those of a self-serving sexual variety.
“So you want to have a
threesome?”
No, I did not want to have a
threesome, I simply found myself
attracted and capable of loving people
of both sexes. Relationships did not
last long after this was said. Even
though I would refuse, conversations
about sexual intimacy would always
return to this. I was no longer a girl
that they could bring home to their
mother, no longer anything more than
a sexual free- for-all. I was reduced, in
their eyes to a sex object that offered
(although I did not) a chance at two
women. How could I, someone who
could have a relationship with either
sex, want monogamy? This was their
view, and as a result, was the end of
those relationships.
Female friends were the
most unsupportive of the bunch. I
didn’t have many, because I always felt
Tiffany Gardella awkward and different around them,
but even fewer after I came out to
them. There was always the question,
“Well, do you have a crush on me?”
Which was always answered “No.” Even so, some of
these friends became distant, and whisperings in high school of
“dyke” were heard. This confused me, and I tried my best not
to take it to heart. I was not a lesbian—I was another class
altogether. I wasn’t easily defined. It made people begin to think
I was confused. I wasn’t. I still am not.
Being bisexual ultimately made me feel as if I was never
being taken seriously. My parents viewed it as a phase that I
could “get over” and become straight. Boyfriends would reduce
me to a sex object. Female friends would ostracize me, or at
best, hold me at an arm’s length away. Society as a whole
doesn’t know how to view bisexuals. What if you are bisexual
and marry a person of the opposite sex? That doesn’t make
you straight, it doesn’t change who you are. Chances are if I
were to do that, no one would mention my sexuality again. If I
married a woman, I would be gay. I am not gay or straight. I am
bisexual. If only people would listen to me when I said that.

Life in the Theater
Geoffrey Pleim

As a young man I was often exposed to the bright
lights of theater, but at age ten I got an up- close look. I come
from a family of three girls and one boy, my being the one boy.
I have a mom and a dad who both work full-time so
extracurricular activities were sometimes like a circus juggle.
When it came to sports my dad was never a jock or anything
like that, so when it came to sports he never pushed me to play
any, like soccer, baseball or football; typical sports played by
elementary school children. And I never really had a strong
desire to play on an organized team, with kids I didn’t know so
I never played sports as a youth.
Growing up my oldest sister Lori was always into
singing and acting; she always played dress up and liked to
pretend she was our teacher or boss and would boss me
and my sisters around. As we got older we lost the desire
to be Lori’s little helpers and my mom decided to let my
sister audition for the play at the local theater called The
Airport Playhouse. She got into the play and loved it. She
began doing plays all the time, every time there was a new
play on she would audition for it and get a role. Soon not
only Lori wanted to act but my other two sisters also
w an ted to act and sing so they joined Lori and began
audi tioning for plays also. This was all fine until I
star ted getting bored by going to see all the plays and not
being a part of them, so I decided to try out for Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs. I was really shy and I didn’t like to
speak in front of a crowd, not to mention sing in front of
a crowd but they wouldn’t let me in the play unless I did
so I sang Happy Birthday for a group of ten or twelve adults.
It was horrible, but it was enough to earn me a spot as a
reindeer in the play.
When rehearsals began I soon realized that the
theater business was different, much different from behind
the stage than from the front. Right away I realized that
most of the men in the play were very different from the
men I’d met so far in my life. Some of them spoke
differently and others dressed rather strangely. I soon
found out from my mom and sisters that these men were
homosexuals. I learned that a sizable por tion of the men
in the theater business is made up of homosexuals and it
didn’t really make sense to me but I was ok with it. These
guys were energetic and joyful. They always seemed to be
smiling or laughing about something, so I didn’t have a
problem with working with them and I ended up enjoying
the time with the happy gay guys more than with the two
or three grumpy, pissed off straight men that were in the
play. The play showed and I had to dress up in brown tights
and a brown turtle neck. It was very embarrassing and I
vowed to never do a play again, but I did gain some good
experience with different kinds of people; theater people, men
and women alike are very different from the everyday man or
woman you encounter.
Now when I look back on my short-lived theater
career I think I got a great life experience from it. I feel that
today I’m more comfortable around homosexuals. It has never
been weird, seeing a gay person or helping someone at work
who’s gay. Sometimes I see little kids or even my friends laugh
when they see a homosexual, but I never do because I think
being in the theater as a young man made me a more
accepting person today.

Right away I realized that most of the men
in the play were very different
from the men I’d met so far in my life.
Some of them spoke differently
and others dressed rather strangely.

Rachel Drapkin
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Suicidal Homosexual Youths
Diana Schmidt

Youth suicide has increased three fold
in the past 10 years,
making it the second most
frequent way that youths die.
Teenage suicide has always been a problem anywhere
you visit. Japan has the highest rates in teenage suicide for its
own reasons, such as the pressure of having the highest grades
and being somebody so amazing to the world. There are many
reasons for teenage suicide, but one always seems to make itself
heard. In 1994, the Massachusetts Department of Education
asked more than 3,000 students to anonymously answer
questions. 10 percent of those students have tried to commit
suicide (that’s more than 300 students), and 20 percent made
plans for suicide. Youth suicide has increased three fold in the
past 10 years, making it the second most frequent way that
youths die.
In 1989, the United States Department of Health and
Human Services reported that "A majority of suicide attempts
by homosexuals occur during their youth, and gay youth are 2
to 3 times more likely to attempt suicide than other young
people.They may comprise up to 30 percent of (the estimated
5,000) completed youth suicides annually. The repor t
recommended that "mental health and youth service agencies
can provide acceptance and support for young homosexuals,
train their personnel on gay issues, and provide appropriate gay
adult role models; schools can protect gay youth from abuse
from their peers and provide accurate information about
homosexuality in health curricula; families should accept their
child and work toward educating themselves about the
development and nature of homosexuality.” The society that
we develop and grow in, teaches us to hide and hate ourselves
because we are different and have feelings for ones of the same
sex. The report was suppressed by the administration under
Bush. When the report was found by a William Dannemeyer,
who was a strict Republican he asked President Bush to “dismiss
from the public ser vice all persons still employed who
concocted this homosexual pledge of allegiance and sealed the
lid on these misjudgments for good.” The report was leaked
and then published, and other people started talking out about
deaths of homosexual teenagers. Hatred and homophobia is
what is killing these kids. They believe that what they are
feeling and who they are is wrong within their society and their
religion in some cases.
I, personally, am bi-sexual, and proud of that fact. I grew
up in a Presbyterian home, where even though homosexuality
was never a problem I always felt that my family would shun me
if they ever found out that I have slept with a woman, and date
a few myself. To this day my parents don’t know. My 29 year
old sister has met one of my girlfriends and has relieved
the tension by telling me: “If you’re happy with someone who
has the same equipment as you, then I’m happy too.” I’ve had
many confrontations in the past with suicide, both within my
group of friends and myself. One of my closest (who shall
remain nameless) is a homosexual and is in love with another
close friend of mine. They have been together for almost a year
and his father does not know that he is gay. His father is a
diehard Christian who has said that he will die when a member
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Kassandra Thomas
of his family is homosexual. He said this when he was 12 years
old. He fought with himself for years, thinking of ways to end
his life since he felt like he would never be accepted by
his family, and friends. Not to my surprise, he finally came out
of the closet, in tenth grade. I was so proud, but didn’t have the
heart to tell him that I already knew. He is happy with the man
he loves, even though I know that in his heart he would love
even more to be accepted by his father who ignores the fact
that his son is gay.
When I meet someone who has a problem with their
sexuality because of the ways that they have been brought up,
I like to tell them that they are not alone. In this world there is
already so much hate towards each other for no reason at all.
If you love someone love them. If you’re attracted to someone,
tell them. It shouldn’t be any different whether they are a guy
or a girl, black or white, gay or straight. Homosexuality isn’t a
disease where you need to be cured. It is a way to express
yourself, and let the world see that you are no different.

To Be A Man
Mike Panebianco

Growing up in a
family full of middle-aged men
had its ups and downs. I was
one of eight nephews to our six
uncles from which we learned
the ways of the “Man.” It was
not taught to us but we
inescapably absorbed what we
saw. What we saw was the
typical attributes a man was
supposed to have. We were
shown to be tough, emotionless,
spor ts machines. We were
praised for the number of girls
brought home and laughed at
for the ones who stayed too
long. We withstood many of
the pressures associated with
Lauren Percz being a man but most of the
pressure fell on me.
Failure to fulfill most of the requirements my male
family members desired was most prevalent in me. I cried
when I was hur t and could not find myself in any physical
conflict. I did not desire to compete and wasn’t good at most
every sport I tried. I was shy and lacked confidence and I was
sorely criticized for it. My self-esteem suffered because of these
insecurities about being manly. As I matured, much of what I

thought were my weaknesses had lessened. I was able to find a
sport I was good at and stuck to it regardless of whether I liked
it or not. My confidence grew and I took any opportunity I had
to talk to a girl. I was starting to feel accepted as a nephew and
as a cousin. But the constant pressure I endured to fulfill this was
beginning to get exhausting. I was trying too hard to be the male
my family portrayed instead of focusing on being myself.

To be a male or a female should not be taught
or learned but discovered. You should
be accepted for who you are
as a person rather than a gender.

I felt rebellious, and sick and tired of my insecurities. It
was time to flip the bird to what people thought I should be and
it took me until my senior year in high school to do so. I was
enlightened to the fact that not all things were black and white
but shades of gray. By gender I was a male and not a perfect
one. I was a lover, not a fighter. I enjoyed art and played sports
for fun, not to win.
My family had accepted me for who I was. But I was
affected greatly by the stereotypes associated with men as many
males are. To be a male or a female should not be taught or
learned but discovered. You should be accepted for who you
are as a person rather than a gender. No pressure should exist
to be someone that you are not.

A Mother’s Mold
Erik Janiel

While I was growing up, I was always the butt of everyone’s
jokes. I was always being called a pussy and wimp, only because
I was more cautious than the rest of my friends. Sometimes
their taunting and ridiculing really upset me to the point where
I would be on the verge of tears. I was so emotional as I child
and was always made fun of for it, so that now I tend to
suppress my emotions a lot. I do realize now that being
emotional isn’t a bad thing to be.
My emotional childhood and the constant teasing I
suffered was closely related to how my home life was. My father
was always out, either working or at the bar, and my mother was
a stay-at-home mom who liked to have her friends over for
cocktails almost every night of the week. So whenever I
wanted to hang out, I would always just listen to how bad
and irresponsible men were. Their constant berating of men
made me want to be more like the man of their dreams; kind,
compassionate, home at normal hours.
I suppose all of this wouldn’t have made such an
impression on me if my father was around more, but I’m kind of
glad things turned out the way they did. I have a good
understanding of how women feel about men and I’m always
trying to break that stereotype of how men only talk to women
because they want sex. Ironically enough, during the break after
our first class I was outside smoking a cigarette and I overheard
two women talking about how men that buy you expensive
dinner on the first date are really just doing so because they can
get into your pants at the end of the night. Now I’m sure there
are plenty of men that do that, but being that I was raised by
women, I would never try to pull something ridiculous like that.

I guess what I’m trying to get across is that not all men
are pigs that just look for women to take home and have sex
with. There are plenty of men that grow up around single
mothers and their friends and get a taste of how things should
be. Because of the way I was brought up, I tend to look at
everyone as equal, which is the way everyone should look at
life.

I guess what
I’m trying to
get across
is that
not all men
are pigs
that just look
for women
to take
home and
have sex with.

Cecelia Ercolino
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A Way Out of This Hell
Anonymous

Every person has stories to tell about their past. Some
people have a very positive past filled with joy and happiness.
Others have had challenges throughout their past that tests
their strength and courage. Many people leave their past in the
past and move on to their future. My past has haunted me for
years and has influenced my life in many negative ways.
As a young child, I grew up being sexually abused by
many males in my family, as well as an older boy that I met at a
high school party. This abuse has affected me through my entire
life. Around the age of thirteen the constant abuse started
taking control of my life. Every night I would ruminate about
the past and I became severely depressed. I began thinking that
all males were out to hurt me and that everything was my fault.
I must have done something wrong to deserve all this pain. I
needed to punish myself, and I began engaging in self-injurious
behaviors. First it was minor cuts and burns but as the months
went by it grew worse and worse.
The more I thought about what was done to me the
more I thought of sex as something negative and violent. I
wanted sex to be something special and not painful. By the age
of fifteen, I started engaging in "relationships" with men who
didn't love me. Many of them were verbally and emotionally
abusive. Since it was told to me all of my life that I wasn't worth
loving, I believed their words and I didn't strive for more. I
desperately wanted the men to care for me, so I could be

suicide. When staff found me I was put on twenty-four hour
status, which meant that staff was with me at all times, even in
the bathroom or shower. They couldn't be further than an
arm’s length away. I was also put on building restriction so while
everyone went to the dining hall or to activities I was stuck on
the unit. As the days turned into months I became more and
more depressed. Every time someone would touch me I would
have a panic attack. Even on status I was finding ways to hurt
myself until they decided they were not able to help me and I
was transferred to Sagamore Children's Psychiatric hospital. I
began to think that I would never get better.
When I first arrived at Sagamore I could barely
function. All of the abuse was overpowering my thoughts. I had
no control and it seemed the only pain I could control was
physical. Months went by while I was still on status and staff told
me that if I didn't get discharged by the time I turned 18 that I
would be sent to Pilgrim State Hospital. Many of them had
little faith in me, but I was going to prove not only to them but
to myself that I was capable of turning my life around. I worked
with my therapist and psychiatrist to help me get my life back
on track. After five months of hard work I was discharged but
I still had a lot of challenges to overcome. To this very day I still
am not the person I was before the abuse. I still can't relax. I
have panic attacks and urges to self-harm nearly every day. The
nightmares I have make me scream in the middle of the night.
I'm in intensive therapy, and I still feel lost
sometimes. I know there has to be a way out of
this hell. I just hope I find my way.

I was still suffering from many
flashbacks and hallucinations
of the males that hurt me.
It became so severe that I
was admitted into Four Winds
psychiatric hospital in upstate New York.
After about two weeks of being there
I started to feel hopeless
and I attempted suicide.

healed from the past. I thought that the more I had sex the
more easily the pain would go away and put me in control. As
time went on, however, these relationships lowered my
self-esteem even more. I was still suffering from many
flashbacks and hallucinations of the males that hurt me. It
became so severe that I was admitted into Four Winds
psychiatric hospital in upstate New York. After about two
weeks of being there I started to feel hopeless and I attempted
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A Difficult Story to Tell
Laura Croce

This is a difficult story for me to tell because it makes
me feel vulnerable and weak. I almost didn’t want to write it.
When I was sixteen years old I went on a cruise to
Puerto Rico. While I was on the cruise, I met a man named
Gregory. He was skinny, tall with dark features. What girl
wouldn’t like? He also happened to live thirty miles from my
home town. After we got home from the cruise, he came to
see me and we dated for almost two years after that. Every
relationship has its problems but it wasn’t until about a year into
it serious issues started to arise. I went to visit him at his
cousin’s house. We went into the bedroom to have some
privacy—that’s when Gregory flipped like a hot pancake. He
pushed me onto the bed and wrapped his hand around my
neck while the other held my hands. He repeated: do you want
to die tonight? There were no marks left on me and it didn’t
hurt. I was more terrified than anything. I ran out the door after
he let me go and drove home.
This wouldn’t be the last time something like this
happened and it only gets worse. He came to live with me for
a short period. I was talking to a male friend from high school
who had been shipped overseas. When Gregor y saw I was
talking to another man his temper rose to the point that he hit
me three times on my face. My lip and nose started gushing
blood so I ran into the bathroom to call the police and clean up.
He broke open the door, took the phone out of my hand and
ended the call. When the police called back, Gregory answered,
telling them everything was okay. After that he turned into
mush, starting the shower and helping me get undressed so I
could get in to clean up. Even after I got out of the shower he
got me ice to help with the swelling.

We went into the bedroom
to have some privacy—that’s when Gregory
flipped like a hot pancake.
I didn’t stay with him too long after that happened but
we did happen to see each other a few times after the break
up. I took him to a party my friend was having. While we were
there he accused me of looking at other men. I told him to
leave and he did. Shortly after though, he came back and asked
to talk to me. We walked outside then he grabbed my arm and
pulled me into the parking lot of the apartment complex in
between two parked cars. He tried to swing at my face; I
ducked and punched him in his crotch. I started to run back
into the party but he tackled me from behind. While we were
wrestling on the ground I saw someone standing in the front
door of their apartment so I screamed for help. To my shock
they closed the door and lowered their blinds. Since no one
was going to help me I kicked and punched him until he let me
go and ran into the party. I watched as everyone in the party
ran after him as he ran away like a baby.
I hate the fact I’m a statistic, one of so many women
who have suffered abuse, but at the same time it was an
amazing life lesson. I know females who are still in abusive
relationships, who won’t leave or stand up for themselves. I’m
proud to say I was scared but now I’m not. It put a smile on my
face to watch him run away like a dog with his tail between his
legs.

Erin Themann
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My Very Own Electra Complex
Marissa Ponella

They say children of divorce tend
to grow up and mature with a significant
number of emotional problems. I’d say
most psychologists got this point correct.
My parents decided to get divorced when
I was five years old. I am now 21 and very
screwed up in the head. Luckily I’ve had
my 3 older brothers to guide me through
most of my life, but what’s a girl to do
when she’s alone in a house of men,
confused about so many things?
I have and always will be daddy’s
little girl, but to what extent can this
concept really go? Never in my life have
I been close to my mother. We’ve shared
moments and done the whole bonding
thing, she has taught me a significant
number of things, mostly through her own
mistakes with little intention for a lesson,
but nonetheless I have learned and grown
from her. However, my father has been
my guiding hand, my hero and mostly my
best friend for a majority of my life. I was
attached at his hip (more like his knee
cap) my entire childhood, and when my
parents finally decided to get their divorce
it was like my whole world went down
the tubes. My dad basically “gave” me to my mother. He
assumed I would be able to thrive through my adolescence
more securely with a female role model, even though the judge
wanted to grant custody to my father. While it all seemed good
on paper, the next 7 years of my life would be hugely affected
by a decision that wasn’t even made by me.

My dad has drawers upon drawers in his desk
saved with all the letters and notes and pictures
I would make for him, each one with the
same underlying message: “Do you love me?”

For the longest time all I can remember were fights,
arguments, cursing, and cops. All I wanted was to be with my
father. He kept me safe, that’s what I wanted to feel. We can
laugh about it now, so many years later, but my actions were
ones so typical of a child of divorce. My dad has drawers upon
drawers in his desk saved with all the letters and notes and
pictures I would make for him, each one with the same
underlying message: “Do you love me?” Although I can’t
completely agree with Freud and all his theories, from my own
experience I think he hit the nail on the head with his Electra
complex, and that possibly this complex can be escalated in
children of divorce, who may not be lacking a parent but may
not have contact with one of their parents 24/7. I wanted
nothing more than to be exactly like my father and to have his
love and attention in every sense of the word. My mother has
called the police on my father countless number of times. I
would lie to my father and tell him that mom said it was okay
for me to spend the night at his house and hours later when I
would be fast asleep, a knock would come on the door and a
policeman would wake me up and take me back to my
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mother. Some childhood huh?
It only gets better. Mom got
re-married when I was 11. Now in
many cases this can be a good thing.
But of course in my life I could never
be so lucky. I absolutely hated him. I’m
not talking the typical “child hates
mom’s new beau” thing. I’m talking
“this guy really sucks as a person”
thing. In the few years from ages 6-11
I learned to grow up very fast. I was an
extremely bright child (not to brag),
but my father always said one of my
greatest gifts was my ability to read
people. He knew that if I didn’t like
someone, there was definitely reason
for concern. Well in the 3 years that I
lived under this jerk’s roof, we fought
nonstop. The guy had no shame and I
knew I had to leave before things got
out of hand. Here was a 40 year old
man having adult arguments with a 12
year old, and when he couldn’t hack it,
he would stoop to his immature level
of threatening a child. He destroyed
Mark Juarez my property, took things from me that
were given to me by my father; he
would threaten to hurt and kill me, and would never hesitate to
say something completely nasty about my dad. That’s when my
dad took me back to court. I was finally able to move in with
him and took a restraining order out on my mother’s husband
(I’ve always refused to call him stepfather). You would think
things would begin to get better from here right?
Well after entering into my teenage years in big
turmoil, I was also starting a new school in my father’s town.
Making friends wasn’t so hard, but hiding my life and my true self
from them wasn’t an easy task. I saw a therapist once a week
up until the age of 19. I had so many dark secrets and
insecurities that my family and closest friends will never know.
I cried so often, sometimes it’s a wonder I have tear ducts still.
I was angry all the time: angry with the world, angry with myself.
I would try to hurt myself, and more than I would want to admit
I had thoughts about suicide. Thinking back on this time in my
life almost makes me feel embarrassed. I don’t pity the girl I
was. If I met the old me on the street, I would not feel sorry
for her. She was weak and self-involved. I met a boy when I was
18 and I fell in love. I can honestly say that this was probably one
of the only lucky things that has ever happened to me because
of course to make this more of a sob story I could tell you how
I met a guy and he treated me terribly and broke my heart. But
that is something I can’t tell you. I’ve been with the same guy
for 3 years now and he’s one of the most amazing people I have
ever met. He has done so much for me but mostly I’m grateful
for him because he’s opened my eyes to show me how strong
a person I truly am. Being with him has helped me to prove a
lot to myself about how independent I can be but also how soft
I can be as well. I don’t always have to have my guard up and
even though I know I can walk on my own, I also know he will
be there to support me. He reminds me so much of my dad.

Dear Katherine
Dear Katherine

Patricia Nicholson

A sea of cards fills the store,
with greetings for every occasion:
Birthday, Wedding, Newborn and Friend.
I sweep the displays with a curious eye,
and stop at a sign that says - Blank Inside.
I flip through these informal selections,
then lift this one from its slip;
A thick, white linen paper fold,
with a house at the top the size of a thumbprint
traced, in a purple light.
If I were an artist,
I’d fill in all that’s missing:
Tall trees, their leaves in red and yellow heaps,
and stems of plants the color of wheat in clusters.
Bushes once filled with the greens of summer
pale, under the October sky.
Smooth stones pressed in place,
slope both sides of a drive.
And plates of blue slate pave a path I anticipate,
each time I return.
To creatures soft, sleek and clever,
a signpost to remind them;
Cats Are Welcome.
And now I know this house very well.
It’s in this house that I am known,
and offered soft reprieve.
To draw meaning from a life that has capsized:
that fells my knees in my sleep,
crippling me until dawn.
On the mornings when we meet,
I park my car across the street.
Something essential, a sine qua non,
captures my glance, at first sight of her home.
I lose my focus from lingering long, upon a figure so slim:
In the crimson gush of a Japanese maple,
a bodhisattva conceals her blush then sheds her garments of scarlet and gold, laughing.
And all the cherubs in their appointed place giggle,
and trail my shape with their eyes.
I turn towards them, and back again.
My movement is fluid:
true and slow.
You roll through the corridor
in waves of black gloss;
Your boots, your eyes, and the crown you wear.
Here in this house, on this morning,
a current flows at your command.
Our hands glide through the warm, lacquered air,
coupling in a gentle clasp.
So hypnotic is your glance that spreads night on the day,
then strikes your name across it in diamonds.
When all the stars volley, and whisper down,
they settle in embers on the ground, luminescent:
Your story is told without a sound.

In a swift sense from what now fades,
I kiss your mouth, and draw,
this radiant silence out.
All that’s been left unsaid;
Words that swirl and ascend in enamored circles,
Purl out on our breath.
Each one a note,
an ingredient,
to conversations my soul has been missing.

Sarah Polis

You prepare for this hour
gowned, in faithful erudition.
Words you exact from special reference,
fill your mouth with velvet, and metal.
They lay to rest the flaws and potential of years lost,
that crease my forehead with a rough beauty
that has sustained me.
Then sunder my resolve with precision,
and quiet endeavor:
Words are the tender of your profession.
To cut and polish a gem free from all faults,
takes remarkable force and reverence,
Dear Katherine.
Cats Are Welcome
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Running Dreams
Stephanie Sitler

It’s New Year’s Eve, and I’m still shaking. An empty
house has been filled with peers of young adolescents, wanting
only to finish the red cups in their hands. Mine is still full. My
boyfriend stands next to me as we chat among the other
party-goers. All I hear is the constant droning of meaningless
talking that never seems to end. An old friend of mine, Ernest,
approaches the circle. He asks how we’re all doing, then turns
his attention towards me. “Steph, you’ve been distant lately. I’ve
heard rumors that you’re doing drugs.” My boyfriend looks to
me with a mixture of astonishment and worry. I laugh and reply,
“Please, me, do drugs? Never. Anyone who knows me would
know that I’m against drugs, period.” Thinking my statement
would end this conversation, I briskly walk away with
confidence. Little did they know my true intent.
No one was watching. Now was my chance. The
stairway leading down into the basement was free of eyes. I
looked around me one last time before I made a run for it. I
heard voices yelling, “She’s going for it, again!” as I’m sliding
down the stairs. “Don’t let her!” I can feel someone catching
up to me on my left as I grasp the railing on right for
balance. He reaches the bottom of the stairs before I
can even jump and tries blocking me. Frustrated, I push
him with all my might against the wall on the left. In
front of me sits Gary, a stoner friend of mine. He has
been waiting for my arrival to start up the next session.
He slouches in an old metal fold up chair, with arms
dangling on both sides. “Steph, finally, let’s do this.” He
takes a bright, orange-colored extension cord and
wraps it around his neck, choking himself. There’s a gas
can in his right hand that he sprays into a paper towel
he holds in his left. He puts it up to his mouth, and
inhales the fumes as though it’s his last breath. Gary’s
eyes begin to droop. A grin appears on his face. Ah,
god, what I wouldn’t give to be high right now.
Being high was like nothing else on earth. At
this point, my urge to be high would suggest this
feeling was even better than sex. I’m happiest when
I’m high. Nothing seems to bother me. Imagine
yourself smiling, eyelids relaxed, floating in the clouds.
Or how about skipping along a field of flowers in slow
motion, hands grazing the passing petals? Everyone
gets along when we’re all stoned. Sounds of laughter
and pleasure encircle the room. Tensions dissolve into
effortless freedom, swaying back and forth, hearing the
music. Pain is released, heartbreaking memories forgotten.
Only euphoric hearts are beating. Together, we lay on the floor
sharing this beauty given to us from heaven.

Being high was like nothing else on earth.
At this point, my urge to be high would
suggest this feeling was even better than sex.

I must feel this way once again. It’s the only true
happiness. The only purity of my world is in this demise. Why
can’t any of these people see? Only we see; we who have felt
this bliss of light. We are angels.
I found my peace in any inanimate household object
one wouldn’t think of otherwise. They have to covet what’s
mine, don’t they? Their ruiner is a collector; he’s an infector,
serving shit to his flies.
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On Gary’s right stood a can with my name on it, and
next to it, a roll of black electrical tape to rush the high to my
head. Before I could recollect even leaning over to take the
items, I was crouching behind a tool stand, wrapping the tape
around my neck. The stand was a mere three feet tall and
wouldn’t be able to block me if anyone else came after me. A
dirty washcloth hung on the back of the stand, yet it had no idea
what it was in for. I spray the can to the cloth, giving this filthy
rag its destiny. I want to wrap it up and swim in it until I drown.
I tilt my head backwards, raise the rag to my mouth and inhale.
Sometimes, I pretend that my breath entwines with the
movement of this death.
Voices yell, while footsteps appear on the stairs. Shit, I
know they will see me, but I have to get high before they catch
me. Breathe deeper, kneel lower, and they can’t get you.
The tool stand flashes in front of me. I know there’s
something in those drawers I can use. I’ve become a vulture, a
scavenger, lurking against the slate-gray sky. Gather up as much
as you can, hide it, save it. Bodies rush behind me, snatching

Christopher Cella

anything I grab out of my hands, and then tossing it behind
them. Faster, I must go faster. They can’t keep up if I search and
find faster. They think they can tell me what I should or
shouldn’t put inside of me. Maybe if they tried themselves, it
would ease their curiosity.
Everything on the stand has been thrown off. Nothing
left. I slide quickly left to a desk; there’s white-out on it. I’ve
become hardened to this. The bodies let me keep the
white-out. They let me have one. Eyes on me still, clutching the
white out to my chest, back hunched, ready to run at any
moment. I stare upward, at the eyes watching me with wonder,
slowly stepping backward, letting me have one more satisfaction.
My moral standing has just laid down.

Daughter Without Her Father
Patrenna Cuttino

Ever since I could remember I never had a father figure
in my life. My mother raised me and my sister on her own. Two
different men in her life and neither one of them stayed around!
While I was growing up, I always felt as if something was
missing, -- the father and daughter bond. I never knew the
relationship my mother had with my sister’s father and to tell
you the truth I really don’t care. One thing I know for sure, she
never married him and the relationship did not last long. Then
my dad came along and eventually married my mom. My mom
had me when she was 19 years old. By the time I was four they
went their separate ways, but never divorced. Until this day she
is still married to him.

I wish I knew what it felt like to be daddy’s little girl. I
will never know if he would have been a good dad or not, and
this is a fact I accept. It is easy for someone who has both a
mother and a father in their life to say it is no big deal. They are
quick to say that, but will never be able to empathize in any
capacity. One can never assume something unless they lived it
themselves. When I think about the choices I made in the past
I wonder if I would not have chosen the men that I have been
with, if I’d had a father in my life. Looking back now I see I was
looking for a father figure more than someone to be in a
relationship with. The first man that came along who showed
me the attention I needed and yearned for, I immediately
attached myself to. I jumped from relationship to relationship
because I was afraid to be committed to a man out of fear that
he would leave just like my father did. Still to this day, I have that
same fear, but I have learned to trust and commit myself to one
person but it is still a struggle.

I wish I knew what it felt like to be
daddy’s little girl. I will never know if he
would have been a good dad or not,
and this is a fact I accept.

Lauren Percz

Having my sister and me at a young age, she had to
take on two jobs to support us and rely on public assistance for
the rest. She managed to keep a roof over our heads and
clothes on our back, which was enough for me. I knew she was
doing the best she could and never asked for much from her. I
knew it was hard for her to raise us, which left me angry
towards my father who wasn’t there to help support us. She
never took him to court for child support; she just accepted her
responsibilities and went on with her life. I had, and still have a
lot of resentment toward him. I could never understand how a
man could abandon his child and think that he would not suffer
the consequences for his actions.

I decided to have a child in my late twenties.
Unfor tunately things did not work out as I planned. We
separated before I gave birth to my son. The one fear I had,
came true. Here I was a single mom about to raise a child on
my own. I did not want my child to experience the same
feelings I did, but I had no control over the situation. His father
was no better than mine. Two years later I got back with one
of my ex’s and 10 yrs later we are still together. He is a
wonderful father and a great role model. Having a family is very
important to me because I never had a father around. I want my
son to have that mother and father experience and I hope with
both of us around, he will turn out to be a good man and make
some good decisions in his life.
My father lives in South Carolina with another woman.
He has always known where I was living but made no effort to
contact me. Nearly three years ago I received a call from his
sister stating that he was going to die soon and I should come
and see him. I thought about going to see him. I thought at the
time I needed closure, reasons concerning why he never
contacted me or tried to see me. My anger took over and I
chose not to go. Making that decision out of anger turned out
to be the right choice. It turned out he was never dying; he was
diagnosed with tuberculosis. The sad part about this is that he
still never picked up the phone to call me to see how I was
doing.
I guess I consider myself lucky for the way I turned out
because things could have been a lot worse. I could still be in
a mentally abusive relationship or no relationship at all. I could
have chosen not to have a child of my own, afraid that history
would repeat itself or I could have been this bitter person who
could not put her trust in anyone. I am now 37 years old, I have
a 10 yr old pain in a butt, and fiancé. I consider myself a woman
who beat the odds.
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A Second Chance
Victoria Mohan

I had been a single divorced mom for 14 years. My only child,
my daughter was 16 and had always wanted me to find
someone to share my life with. I wasn’t having any luck
meeting anyone and my daughter continually urged me to look
for someone online. I was very hesitant because I thought only
weirdoes and desperate people looked for love online. Well I
guess I got a little desperate. I had great friends and family but
I was definitely lonely sometimes. I did wish I could find that
special someone to share my life with. Not someone to run and
control my life but someone to share it with. I was also afraid
because my first marriage ended and hurt me
deeply. There was a part of me that was scared
to put myself out there again. Also, I loved who
I was and I didn’t want to have to change for
anyone.

So I took the leap
and started looking online.
I decided to look at
the Yahoo personals.

So I took the leap and started looking
online. I decided to look at the Yahoo
personals. I searched for men between the
ages of 29 and 40 years old (I was 35 at the
time). For a few days, I read through tons of ads but wasn’t
having any luck. Working long hours I could only spend a small
amount of time each day searching. Then the day came when I
found a very interesting advertisement. He was 29 years old
and looked Spanish. I have always had an attraction for Spanish
men. The whole Latin-rico suave thing I guess. Well, I continued
reading his ad and he was pretty funny. I also loved his photo.
It was a picture of him with his daughter. She was about 2 years
old and absolutely adorable (like her daddy). I figured he must
be a nice guy if this was the picture he chose to post with
his adver tisement. He also lived in Queens which wasn’t too
far but not very close. So I stomached up the courage to write
to him. Little did I know that that is when they get you for the
20 bucks to sign up. So after much contemplation, I coughed up
the $20 and wrote to him. I tried my best to be myself. I
didn’t want to put on any airs.
A couple of days had passed and I still had no
response. I figured maybe he wasn’t interested. I continued
searching but no one else really thrilled me. After five days he
had finally written back. He apologized for taking so long to
write back. He said he had been very busy at work. I was
immediately impressed by the amount he wrote. It wasn’t just
a couple of lines. It was a full page. So I began to read and I
couldn’t stop myself from laughing. He was so funny. I was
literally laughing out loud. He seemed like a really nice down to
earth person. So I decided to write him back. And then he
wrote me back again and before you knew it, it was a daily thing.
We began emailing each other every day. We would discuss
how our days went or talk about our families. We shared our
life stories, all the trials and tribulations. We shared everything
from our divorces, children, to family and even how we grew up.
It was very easy to be open and honest online. I felt like he was
really getting to know me. The real me. He didn’t judge any of
the mistakes I made. He was really easy to talk to.
After two weeks of emailing, he called me on the
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phone. At first I didn’t know who it was and his voice wasn’t
what I expected. We chatted on the phone for hours the first
time. I think until about 3 in the morning. After a week of that
we decided to take the plunge and meet face-to-face.
My date didn’t have a car so I told him I would pick him
up. I figured it was the 2000’s, my picking him up would be no
big deal and I guess I would feel a bit safer. We decided we were
going to go to the movies. So I arrived in front of his parent’s
house (yes he was living with his parents) and beeped the horn.
I saw him as he began to exit the house. He was tall and
handsome, I thought. As he approached the car
he said, “this is your last chance to get away”. I
laughed.
We went to the movies and had a
really nice time. I felt like I was hanging out with
my best friend. We already knew so much
about one another, that it felt comfortable.
Since that day, we have been inseparable. We
got married 2 1/2 years later. Now it is 2010.
We have been together for over 7 year s
and we just celebrated our 5th wedding
anniversary in December.
The secret to my second chance was
being true to me and always honest. It hasn’t
always been easy. We have had our ups and
Anonymous down. I lost my dad, his dad got ill and two
years ago I was diagnosed with ovarian cancer. I am fine now
but it has been a rough road. But through it all I remained true
to myself, always being who I am and not putting on a facade or
being something I am not. I have always been a strong independent woman and that hasn’t changed. My husband has
always appreciated and loved me just the way I am. I don’t have
to cook dinner every night and clean all the time. We share the
responsibilities in our home. I don’t have to look perfect every
day (although I try). I am free to learn and grow and so is he.
We both work and have our own lives. But every day we meet
back together and share our stories. We share everything. He
is still my best friend.
Other things have changed as well since we first
started dating. We are not the same people we married. We
are different people now. We have both changed and have
grown as individuals. The romance has faded a bit. We are not
intimate as often as we used to be. Over time I have realized
that a marriage takes real work, especially if you want to go the
distance. Most importantly, stay best friends. While we have
separate lives we are also learning how to grow together. I have
found that constant communication is key. We are always
conscious of it and make sure we always make time to talk. I
feel as long as we have love and respect for each other and we
keep talking, we will be okay. Some days are harder than
others, but as long as we are both willing to work together and
learn to appreciate our differences, we will become stronger. I
admire a lot about my husband and I think he admires a lot
about me. We can use our differences to learn from each other.
Working together I truly believe we can make it through
anything. I know it won’t be easy but the work is worth it. I
have found someone to share my life with, a real partner in this
world. I didn’t think it was possible. I didn’t have to change. I
stayed me. And if I didn’t take the chance and risk my heart I
wouldn’t be the happy and totally satisfied woman I am today.
Take a chance.

Expect the Unexpected
Isaiah Rhem-Bennett

I never expected this to happen to me. You always
hear it happen to someone else and never think it would
happen to you. It was like any other day, woke up and did my
normal routine when I got that call--the call that completely
changed my life. I took my childhood for granted. Of course I
had my fun, sleeping all day and partying all night. However, it
doesn’t come without consequence and nine months later
came my consequence, my son.
I love my son with all my heart; I never thought this
consequence would change my life for the better. I may seem
like a normal 21year-old kid; I’m working my way through school
slowly but surely while maintaining my steady 9-5. The only real
difference between me and all those other kids is that I’m doing
it all with my 3 year-old son by my side. A little over three years
ago my girlfriend (at the time) made the phone call that
changed my life, the one to tell me she was pregnant with my
child. Shocked and confused I hung the phone up without
saying a word. This was the last thing I ever thought
would happen at that point in my life. A kid? Was I really ready
for this? None of these things mattered because he was
coming and there was no question about it. Looking back on
those days I realize they were the most exciting few months of
my life. As the days past and my son grew, my love and
excitement for my child’s presence grew as well. Finally, after
thinking I’d die of anticipation, on April 28th my son Isaiah Jr. was
born. I always told myself if I had a son I would name him after
me and to my surprise his mother allowed it! Soon after little
Isaiah was born my girlfriend and current fiancée at the time

realized she was too young to be so tied down; she currently
works part time at a local car dealership. I’ve been both
mommy and daddy to my son since my ex walked out on us
when little Isaiah was 6 months old. That was totally
unexpected, since she really didn’t have to do much because I
did all the changing and feedings. She was being selfish and only
caring about herself when she decided to make her decisions.
When she decided to make the decision to leave, she was
trying to hold onto her youth a little while longer. Even though
I don’t have words for her actions, I just have to keep moving
forward with life because it’s not just all about me anymore.
It’s been a crazy and completely exhausting 3 years but
looking back on everything the time I spent with my son was
the most gratifying and most rewarding time ever. I wouldn’t
change one thing that happened in the short time since Isaiah
was born. Through the ups and downs, good and bad, my son
was the one constant that kept me grounded. He’s the one
thing that keeps me going everyday and I’m so glad that he’s a
part of my life. Isaiah has helped me grow up and realize who I
am. I know I can handle any obstacle that comes my way in life
with him by my side.

A little over three years ago my girlfriend
(at the time) made the phone call that changed
my life, the one to tell me
she was pregnant with my child.

Lauren Percz
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If I Were a Man I Wouldn’t be Considered a Slut
Anonymous

I love men. If there is a guy around me, my thoughts
wrap around him. I love every type of guy there is, tall, short,
skinny, big, different colored eyes, hair, skin, everything, you name
it, and I love it. I want to keep them all and I’ve basically dated
them all. For this reason, I am not good in relationships. I have
to be free to flirt and act on the flirting if I want to. I rarely ever
have emotions for these men, I just want them around for the
time being; I get as much as them as I possibly can until
another guy catches my eye. I can’t help it, I get bored too
easily.
Most of my girlfriends look at me like I’m insane.
“Don’t you want a boyfriend? Don’t you want to be in love?”
My answer is simple: no. Not at all. Have one of them tie me
down so I can’t explore the next guy that comes my way? Not
happening. I am boy crazy until they disinterest me or want to
be my boyfriend. That’s when I move on to the next. I am not
interested in anything but using them for my own pleasure.
Usually the guys that give themselves up to me too easily are
the ones that last the least amount of time. I get what I want
and then I leave at the first moment I possibly can. I don’t want
to cuddle with them, I don’t want to have cutesy things with
them, I don’t want the “I love you”; I want nothing that will
restrict me from being with another one.
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Anonymous

At the moment I am dating three guys. I do not sleep
with any of them yet, I just simply love the game of it all. I like
forming plans around each of them and I like getting to know
and understand them. Once they start getting all lovey-dovey
on me, I disappear. I can’t help it. I have no idea what my
reason for this is, I think the rush of it all, or even because men
have been doing this for so long and I like to do it back to them.
Maybe in my past it’s happened to me and I want revenge, what
ever the reason is, I really don’t care, I just enjoy the chase.

I am completely honest with these guys when
I meet them, I say “I don’t like boyfriends
and if you’re looking for a girlfriend,
you have the wrong girl.
Do not fall in love with me”.
Funny thing about all of this is I pick up the men, they
don’t pick me up. When I am out I talk to everyone and if there
is a guy there that sparks my attention, by the end of the night
he will ask me for my number and I will hear from him either
after I leave or the next day. It’s like clock-work and goes the
same way all of the time. Most of these men fall for me and my
ways within two weeks and that’s when it’s usually over. Don’t
get me wrong, I am completely honest with these guys when I
meet them, I say “I don’t like boyfriends and if you’re looking for
a girlfriend, you have the wrong girl. Do not fall in love with
me”. Usually they come back with a sly remark and laugh me
off in disbelief until a few weeks later when I get the upset voice
mail about how he’ll do anything to get me back.
This may seem slutty to some, to me there is nothing
wrong with my hobby. I simply just want to consume each one,
until I get bored, of course. Most people that know me call me
a man. I absolutely hate this reflection; because I am not
emotionally connected to these guys I am labeled a man? So
then I must be dating a bunch of women which isn’t fair either
because why is it a “man” thing to skip from person to person?
Why is it a “man” thing to sleep around? This to me is
outrageous and I constantly preach to my girlfriends and
random women to not be the fool and to sleep with or date
around as much as you want, so that you are the higher power.
You are the one that used him, not the other way around and
you will do it because you wanted to, not because you were
forced or talked into it. It is not a man or a woman thing, it is
simply a preference and I do not believe that if women do it, it
is loose. If I were a guy, I’d get applauded for my
“accomplishments”. I believe that it takes a strong woman to
sleep around and a strong woman to not sleep around. It is
simply just the way you want to live your life. I feel as though it
is liberating and entertaining and I applaud anyone who does it
honestly and protects themselves while doing so.

Growing Up Female in a Male’s World
Stephanie Buffone

My mother was born in 1937
in Scotland and raised in an
environment where being female
meant always being second. The
needs and wants of the males in
her home came first. Being female
meant it was her responsibility to
help with the cooking, cleaning,
and laundry, and help with the
younger children. The men went
out to work, and when they came
home their slippers were waiting
and the evening meal ready on the
Sarah Trudden table. This was my grandmother’s
life and this was how my mother
and my aunt were raised. My mother would tell me stories of
how every Saturday both my mother and my aunt would have
to strip and wax the floors, clean the silver, and whatever else
needed to be done in the house. Playing outside was not an
option until their “chores” were done. My uncles, on the other
hand, were allowed to go out and about and play stick ball and
such. Their only “chore” was to bring in the coal for the fire.
When my mother was finished with secondary school
there was a large debate over whether or not she would go on
to college. She had won a scholarship to a university for
chemistr y. After much debate it was decided that a
more suitable line of work would be nursing. And since my
mother’s grandmother had been a nurse and very independent,
my mother agreed.
Having some of the inner strength and independence
of her grandmother, my mother immigrated to the US not long
after she became a nurse. She met my father and I was born
not long after in 1964. That whole relationship is for another
time, but suffice it to say that she did not marry my father and
went on and married my stepfather when I was 3 years old.
Following their marriage my mother changed. Did she
change because of being an unwed mother for three years
during a time when it was taboo? Or did she fall into “place” in
gratitude to my stepfather for giving me a “name”? I know she
did not tell my grandparents about me until after she was
married for fear of being disowned. I also know it was this
experience, at that particular time in history, which changed my
mother and made her start to act like a “proper” wife and
mother.
I have two younger brothers from this union. And
from the time I can remember, their needs and the needs of my
stepfather always came first. I would spend my Saturdays
cleaning with my mother. We would clean my brothers’ rooms,
bathrooms, vacuum, dust, and do all the laundry. I was not
allowed to go out until it was all done. My brothers, on the
other hand, watched TV or played around us, and were never
asked or expected to clean or pick up after themselves. I
remember thinking that this was not right. I would try to fight
it and would usually end up having to do dishes or such by
myself for a week or longer. It got to the point where, to have
a life of my own, I would just do it and then leave and spend the
weekend at a friend’s house.
This was how my life was until I graduated high school.
It was then that things came to a head. My mother told me that
they were not going to pay for me to go to college, as I was only
going to get married anyway, and it would be a waste of money.
That was when rebellion became my second name. I paid for
myself to go through a tech school and became an EKG

technician. I had every intention of continuing on and putting
myself through college. That was when I became a mother
myself. That was in 1987. Still rebelling against my parents and
society I made the decision to have and raise my daughter on
my own. Unfortunately being a single parent on a technician’s
pay made it impossible to live on my own. I agreed to live with
my parents but with some very definite changes. My daughter
would be allowed to grow and be who she wanted to be.
There were more than the stereotypical toys. She was given
every kind of toy from blocks and cars to dolls and Babies and
everything in-between. My stepfather had a hard time with this.
Giving his granddaughter a fire truck or tractor was not cool.
My mother stayed surprisingly quiet and let me raise her my
way.

It’s funny, my mother looks at my family and
how it functions, and sees where she
went wrong and what she gave up.

I married in 1990 and that was when I completed the
change I had started so many years earlier. From the start my
husband and I were as equal as could be. My husband was
open to changes on how our family would be; it just took him
time to relearn how he was raised. From the start he has
always done his own laundry, he was too picky and I told him I
didn’t have the time to accomplish what he wanted. He was
also very picky in the kitchen, so an understanding was met, I
cooked, and he cleaned. Unlike my mother, I never ironed a
shirt or pair of pants. I was lucky if my clothes got ironed, I was
way too busy to worry about his.
My son was born in 1992 and my youngest daughter in
1996. Again, I stated my point that they be raised equally. My
son was allowed to play with dolls as much as my daughters
were allowed to play with trucks and matchbox cars. To this
day, my two youngest still fight over this one particular car, go
figure. When handing out chore assignments, they all get a
bathroom to clean. Dishes and kitchen, vacuuming and dusting
are cleaned on a rotating schedule. They are responsible for
their own rooms. It is a known fact that if I have worked a 12
hour shift, I do not cook, my husband does or they fend for
themselves. I do the laundry, more because I want my washer
and dryer to last than anything else. Though, they all know how
to do laundry, so if they need a particular shirt and pair of pants,
they wash it themselves.
It’s funny, my mother looks at my family and how it
functions, and sees where she went wrong and what she gave
up. She envies my independence and strength of who I am. She
tries to do it my way, and in some things she has managed to
gain small steps. But I still catch her. We will be on the phone
and she will literally hang up when one of my brothers come in
just in case he needs something or might need the phone. My
children see it as well. My son will be just as fast to tell her to
sit down; he can do it himself, as my daughters are, showing her
what it means to be a woman in today’s world.
My oldest is now living on her own with her fiancé. She
has continued with the many changes that I started in my home.
She has had the benefit of seeing two quite distinctly different
home lives. And she sees how much was fought for and won
by my generation. She thanks me for giving her the strength to
know she can live on her own but also giving her the strength
to live in a relationship that is loving and equal.
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Wrong Decisions
Anonymous

Women have come a long way in society dealing with
the health and reproductive rights. In class we watched a movie
called Vera Drake, which brought back memories of my own
about how abortion is a lot different now.Women in the United
States have a lot more control over their bodies and the
personal decisions they make in their lives. In the early years,
women could not afford to terminate a pregnancy. It was
extremely difficult and women had to go through drastic
measures to abort the fetus. Many women died or nearly died
getting this procedure done. This was for women who could
not afford to have the procedure done properly.

Comparing my early years to the present,
I know I made mistakes and
if I had the chance
I would’ve done things differently.
I was 17 years old when I lost my virginity. At the age
of 18, I was with my first young love and became pregnant. The
relationship lasted for two years. At this time in my life, I knew
I did not want any children. I went to a clinic called Planned
Parenthood who guided me to make the right decision for
myself which was to have an abortion. They were very discreet
and kept all my information confidential. They helped me get
temporary Medicaid to pay for the medical procedure
(abor tion) because I could not afford to terminate the
pregnancy on my own financially. They offered counseling to
help me through this time in need (before and after) the
pregnancy.
After the abortion, I started hanging out at a teenage
clinic similar to Planned Parenthood where I received a lot of
knowledge on birth control, STD’s and pregnancy. Women in
the early years did not have these options, information and
choices given to them. They did not have the luxury of looking
up clinics online or in the directory or walking in to these free
clinics, guiding women to the facilities who deal with abortions.
I was in my second relationship for 6 years. During this
time, I had two pregnancies, both were aborted. You would
think I learned my lesson by now. I was taking birth control pills
but there were times I missed a day and doubled up on two the
next day, which did not work. I went through a lot physically,
mentally and emotionally. I put my body through a lot and
looking back now I know I took advantage of how easy it was
to have an abortion. I took it for granted. My mother stated,
“You need to stop doing this to your body because there will
be a time when you will want a child and won’t be able to have
one because you terminated so many”. You know what? She
was right. I will explain later.
In my third relationship I was pregnant a fourth time.
This time when I aborted, the procedure did not go well. The
clinic I went to left fragments of the fetus in me. I found out by
bleeding too much after the procedure and experiencing more
pain than usual. Even though there are several clinics out there,
you still have to be careful. There are several places out there,
which are not sanitary. The first two pregnancies Medicaid paid
for and the last two my boyfriend paid for them. Each one was
between $300 and $400. I aborted all pregnancies at 3 to 3 1/2
months.
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My fifth pregnancy I did not abort and now I have a
ten-year-old son. When my son turned three my boyfriend and
I decided to have a second child. This leads me back to telling
you why my mother was right. I miscarried at three months.
The second time I was excited about having a child I now
suffered the consequences of all my wrongdoing. I felt the heart
beat stop inside me. I was 6 weeks and at that moment all the
wrong I did with my body and manipulating the system I paid
for right at that time.
Comparing my early years to the present, I know I
made mistakes and if I had the chance I would’ve done things
differently. Many women out there fought and are still fighting
for our rights--the same rights I am guilty for taking advantage.
This is one lesson learned.

My Life as a Sex Toy Distributor
Susana Vique-Kearney

The question herein lies in
who is happiest? A single, free-to-livelife-and-roam woman, or a married,
full-of-responsibility, and exerted tothe-max woman? This has been an
ongoing debate for some time now.
As an adult toy distributor
catering to a female clientele and
having had the opportunity of
unabashedly eavesdropping on
hundreds of females’ conversations, I
find it all depends on the woman’s
attachment status. Married women
think the unattached female is happiest
in her laissez-faire world and the single
woman contemplates matrimonial
warmth, comfort and security. Each
individual soul deals with what society
deems as normal; where she might fall in that category, all
depends on her upbringing, religion and moral compass.

Many complaining of their sex lives hoped
that I had an elixir in my box of goodies that would
instantly cure their problems.

Aside from marital status the question of where
sexual satisfaction falls is another matter altogether. The single
woman’s advantage is that her physical encounters are more
varied and romantic. She may not have to think of creative ways
to arouse her partner as he/she is still a novelty, but the married
woman has to work it more, that is, if she chooses to work it at
all.
A recent study for Discovery Health revealed that
“married people have both more and better sex than do their
unmarried counterparts. Not only do they have sex more
often but they enjoy it more, both physically and emotionally.”
This research also stated that the arrival of the first baby
commonly has the effect of pushing the mother and father
apart, and bringing stress to the marriage. However, couples
with children have a slightly lower rate of divorce than childless
couples.
There is also a misconception that present day couples
that have been united for a long period of time have happier,
stronger marriages than people did in the past when everyone
stuck it out, no matter what. In reality, several large national
surveys rating the happiness level of current marriages noted
more work-related stress, more marital conflict and less marital
interaction compared to those marriages of twenty or thirty
years ago. Rather than luck and love, the most common
reasons couples give for their long-term marital success are
commitment and companionship. The happiest couples are
friends who enjoy spending time together and are compatible
in interests and values.
In my capacity as the “Toy Lady,” I was privy to many a
private conversation with various married women. More than
just dissatisfaction, there was a certain detachment from their
marriage, each with her overloaded schedule of work, chores,
children, beauty regiments, and social calendars. Many
complaining of their sex lives hoped that I had an elixir in my
box of goodies that would instantly cure their problems. Like a
carnival shyster I tell them that I have just the thing they need,

The Rabbit Pearl! I pull out my little
pink $120 best seller and say “Your
wish is my command! Notice the two
powerful Japanese motors which
allow you total control of both the
rabbit tickler and rotating shaft and it’s
got a lifetime warranty. It breaks and
I’ll send you a new one, even at your
nursing home.” They know I’m
kidding, and rip with laughter. I remind
them that unfortunately my Pink
bunny won’t take out the garbage or
hold you when you’ve had a hard day.
I have also been doing this long
enough to know that it is the
emotional marital connection she
Carissa Henry yearns for most, masquerading in the
physical aspect of the relationship. I
then suggest they plan a nice romantic dinner out, some warm
massage oil, and a game called “52 Naughty Nights.” In this
game both the male and female pull out a “his” and “hers”
scratch-off card from a satiny black pouch and must perform the
“deed” indicated on their respective card. This game creates a
sense of mystery and assures that the couple is having physical
contact at least once a year!
My most heartbreaking clients are those desperately
trying to seduce back a cheating spouse. This is usually the
woman hanging on my every word practically taking notes as if
I held the remedy to her problems. She is also the one first in
line for the confidential ordering and consultation and begins
her sentence with, “you have to help me.” I can spot these
desperate women a mile away and work hard at containing my
temper. A certain sore chord is struck in my being as this was
the way my mother behaved when my father was unfaithful to
her. I really just feel like slapping them in their face, a la Cher-inMoonstruck way, and yelling, snap out of it! But I listen and smile
and hear their story, although it is the same broken record
recited through countless and varied shaded lips. She blames
herself because she got fat after the kids, she isn’t creative
enough in bed, she isn’t aging well, or she neglected his majesty
while raising his kids. Oh, please! I respond by pulling my chair
close to her, looking her dead in the eyes and asking her to just
think of what she said. If one day her daughter or son came to
her for advice in that same matter, how would she respond?
Would she recommend that they contact a “Toy Lady” for a
sexual device to entice back a cheating partner? I also relate a
statistic from Peggy Vaughan’s, “The Monogamy Myth,” which
estimates that 60% of husbands and 40% of wives will have an
affair at some point in their marriage, however, less than 10% of
people who have affairs divorce or marry their lovers. As hard
as it is for me to do, I remain neutral and suggest that she seek
personal or marriage counseling. I then hand her some
condoms, gratis, and suggest that if she is intimate with her
spouse, she please ask him to wear one.
Although these women invite me into their homes to
teach them about their bodies and their sexuality, the
knowledge that I attain from them is immeasurable. Single or
married it seems we are a force to be reckoned with. Our
friendships have the resolute strength of a concrete wall and
our dedication to our families and loved ones, although at times
exhausting, is completely unwavering.
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A Happy Story About Little League
Anonymous

This is a happy story about the little league baseball
team I played on back in 2000. I was twelve years old and my
team was the best in the league. We had a record of 12 wins
with zero losses. Just like the New York Yankees we had a group
of four players that would turn out to be the core of the team.
This means that how they played would influence how the rest
of the team would play and the demeanor of the team for that
game. I was one of the four players, a guy named Eddie,
another named Phil, and last but not least-- definitely not
least-- was a girl named Jenny. And that is where this story
starts.
As the core of this team, even at a young age we
understood that it was our responsibility to keep the team into
the game and to protect each other throughout the season. We
understood this and accepted and embraced this responsibility
with all of our hearts. This showed best in the first game of the
playoffs. We were in first place so the playoff bracket broke
down so that we would have to play the last place team. This
is where there was an issue. The last place team was the
Rockies. They were the worst not only about how they played
the game but their lack of sportsmanship and respect for the
game, umpires, and the other team. The coaching staff ridiculed
the other teams and yelled at umpires constantly which
eventually rubbed off on the players.
So the game started off just as any other game we had
played this season. Jenny would bat first because she was by far
the fastest player on the team. So she would always get on base
then steal second. Then Eddie would bat second because he
was also very fast. Then I would bat to dive them in to score
because I had power but I was very heavy so I did not run too
well. So by the end of the game it was the sixth inning and we
were losing by one run with two outs and the tying run on third
and the winning run on second with Jenny coming up to bat.
Then I will never forget a long as I live what I heard fly out of
the Rockies’ dugout. Their coach yelled to their pitcher “come
on this will be easy she’s a girl just strike her out and we will
win.” This drove Eddie, Phil, and me crazy. We had never
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So the game started off just as any other
game we had played this season.
Jenny would bat first because she was by
far the fastest player on the team.
So she would always get on base then steal second.
thought of Jenny as the girl of the team. She was always the
fastest
player on the team, she was the best at catching fly balls, and she
was leading the team in stolen bases for the season.
That was the first time my team trash talked to the
other. We stood right by Jenny now cheering louder than ever.
In the beginning of this story I told you it was a happy story and
it was because Jenny ended up hitting a ball to right field and
both of the runners scored. We had won the game and Jenny
was the MVP. We went on to win the little league world series
for that league.
The greatest part of that team was how well we
worked together and respected each other and the game itself.
Nobody was any different we were all valuable to the team in
our own way and we all contributed to the success of the team.
We did not look at Jenny as the girl on the team we saw her as
a leader of the team and a very important part of it. We are all
still friends today. Both Eddie and I are playing baseball on the
college level, while Jenny is playing college softball. We all still
remember that summer and how we won being a team and
supporting each other.

We Can Do It!
Madeline Fernandez

Benjamin Blangiardo

On June 23, 1972 the United States Congress adopted
an amendment called Title IX.The law states: "No person in the
United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any education program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance.” This law would soon
change the course of the way women were recognized in
sports.
My favorite sport growing up was always baseball. My
entire family would get together at least once a month and go
watch the Yankees play. At this point in my life, I was a tomboy.
I grew up around men and baseball, so the fact that I became a
baseball fanatic was inevitable. At 13 my body was not as
developed as many of the girls around me, so instead of
chasing boys around, I thrived off of grabbing a ground ball from
the short stop position and gunning a runner down at first. My
idol was Derek Jeter and I tried my best to emulate his game. I
was way better than any of the girls who played on the Middle
School softball team.
I always hated softball--a sport where if you bat less
than .500, it’s considered a bad year. It was always too slow and
too girly for me. On the weekends, you could always catch me
at the park playing baseball with all the boys in my grade. I was
always the only girl, but by no means was I a handicap. I used
to play hard, tough, and better than most of the boys who were
on the baseball team. In fact, many of them got together one
afternoon and convinced me to try out for a travel summer

league that was affiliated and state-funded by my middle school.
I knew I had the talent to make an impact on the team, but how
would people respond to a girl who is better than the boys?
The summer of 2002 was finally here and boys and
girls tryouts for summer ball were being held on the same day.
The girls’ tr yout was first and to the shock of none, I
dominated. The coaches were salivating at the idea of
bringing me up to JV. At the end of the tryout, I approached my
coach and told her that I wanted to try out for the boys’ team.
She looked at me like I was crazy and after a brief discussion
with the boys baseball coach, she decided that I could give it a
shot. The boys were making fun of me and I could see the
heckling look on many of the fathers’ faces, but they also found
it amusing.
During my first at bat, the pitcher threw a fastball that
hit me right in my thigh. I was in so much pain, but I could tell
that they were trying to test my toughness. Determined to succeed, I shook it off and remained at bat. The very next pitch, I
hit a shot into right field and ran swiftly around the bases for
a double. People’s faces began to change. Throughout the
entire tryout, I out performed even my own expectations and
was easily one of the top 3 players on the field.
The next day, the final cuts were made and the
coaches posted final rosters on the gym door. I looked at the
girls’ team, and I was the first name on the list for people who
made it. I already knew that was coming, but I couldn’t wait to
see the boys’ list. I ran across the gym to the boys’ side, only to
find out that I was cut. How could this be? I played better than
pretty much all of the boys who tried out? Shortly after I saw
my name on the cut list, I will never forget the words of my
middle school softball coach, “How do you think the board
would react if some girl was outshining their boy prospects?
Cheer up kid; you’re going to be All-State in softball.”

I always hated softball--a sport where
if you bat less than .500, it’s considered a bad year.
It was always too slow and too girly for me.

At that time, I was unaware of Title IX and the struggle
that women had made to prevent situations like mine. I knew
that I was cut, not because I wasn’t talented, but because I was
a female. It burned me up inside and I remember crying to my
mother asking why? Nonetheless, I got moved up in women’s
softball, from 7th grade team to JV. This was a huge
accomplishment for any other gir l, but for me , it was
bitter sweet. I went on to have an amazing season, hitting
above .600 and becoming an errorless infielder. That season
would also be the last time I ever played softball or baseball.
It was unfair, inhumane, and illegal to do what my
middle school did to me. The tragedy of being cut because of
my gender affected me so much that I completely quit the
game. Today, I can barely sit through a Yankee game and I broke
out of my tomboy shell. I am now what some would call a “girly
girl”, very sweet and innocent. Who knows where I would be
if I knew about Title IX? Who knows where I would be if I was
allowed to play with the boys? I use this experience as
motivation in life to succeed in a male dominated world.
Women are supposed to be equal, but we still have some ways
to go. Hopefully, I can do my part in helping young women
realize that they can be as good as or better than the boys.
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A Moment to Remember
James Figliozzi

As a youth, I had a sexist mindset
like every other male kid my age.
I thought girls’ competition was nowhere
close to the boys’ competition.

All my life sports have been a passion of mine.
Growing up I played on numerous teams. I played basketball,
soccer, volleyball, and baseball. I always gave everything I had
when I played because I hated losing. As a youth, I had a
sexist mindset like every other male kid my age. I thought girls’
competition was nowhere close to the boys’ competition.
When I participated in sports as a kid, it was usually always a
mix of girls and guys. Going into that first practice I always
prayed that there wouldn’t be a girl on my team. I wanted to
win and I thought girls were a disadvantage. Life is about living
and learning and this experience definitely taught me a few
things.
My most competitive sport was basketball and I
remember as a kid in the YMCA league my main goal was to
win the championship. If there was a girl on my team I didn’t
think it would be possible. This was the type of league where
everyone had to play an equal amount. Of course, it was my
fate to be put on a team where the coach’s daughter was my
teammate. Her name was Jessica. I thought for sure that we
wouldn’t make it to the playoffs and my championship dream
would not come true. Lucky enough we did have a god
all-around team. As each game approached I looked for Jessica
to do something that would prove herself to me so my
mindset would change. We were doing well as a team but I

didn’t really see anything from the only girl on our team. I will
admit that it must have been hard to be on a team with all guys.
I knew Jessica was giving it her best in every practice and game,
but I wanted to accept her as a good basketball player. I didn’t
enjoy having this sexist mindset but I was waiting for a girl to
prove she could compete with the guys.
At this point in the season we were undefeated and
were on our way to the championship game. I was shocked
that we finally made it there. I was nervous, anxious, and
excited as the game approached. Before I knew it, we were in
the 4th quarter of the game. The score was close throughout
the entire game, but we were down by 1 with about 10 seconds
left. My coach called a timeout so we could come up with a
play for me to get open. I told the coach I wanted the ball at
the end so he drew up a play for the team. At this point, I was
nervous but also confident at the same time. I wanted this
more than anything. The whistle blew and I got the ball around
the 3-point line. As I went to dribble, I got double-teamed. The
guy who was guarding Jessica left her to double team me. That
only left me with one option. I was forced to pass the ball to
Jessica. She got the ball just outside the foul line and threw up
a prairie. The buzzer went off and the ball sank right through
the hoop. At that moment I felt amazing, but stunned at the
same time. I couldn’t believe she hit that shot. The team and I
ran up to Jess and put her on our shoulders. I could tell she felt
absolutely amazing, probably better than I felt. Not only did she
win the championship with a game winning shot, but she also
got the respect she deserved from every guy on that team and
I was really proud of her. I will never forget that day because
my dream came true and I learned a lesson at the same time.

Daniel Vasile
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We Quit the Team to Protest Sexism
Patrick Adams

Gender issues in high school sports can be black and
white. Some sports are only for men and some sports just for
girls. And some sports are divided by gender. For example
soccer, there’s a men’s team and a girl’s team. In my high school
along with every other high school in this country there isn’t a
women’s football team. The segregation of this matter was an
issue for one of my friends back in high school. I bet she
wasn’t the only one in this situation and she’s probably not
going to be the last.
Nicole was always a bit of a tomboy never wore
make-up, wore mostly baggy jeans and baggy shirts until 9th
grade. Once we went to high school she was obsessed with
football and since women didn’t play football she started
working at becoming a cheerleader. Overnight she became a
girly girl, tight clothes, make-up; everything a cheerleader does
and wears. When she made the squad she only cheered for the
football team. She never went to a basketball game or lacrosse
game. After our first year of high school she got let go from the
cheerleading squad for not showing up for any of the games
except football. With that she started thinking about going out
for the football team. Since I was on the team she asked me
and our other friends to talk to the coach for her. At first we
were hesitant to go to the coach because we didn’t think he
would take us seriously. But after the first practice in August,
three of my teammates and I went to his office to ask him the
policy on women playing football. At first he laughed thinking
we were joking. Then he became serious and said “why do you
guys want to know?” We said one of our friends could be a
good addition to the team. He said “no because women can’t
play football at this or any other school in this conference. She
might get hurt.” We agreed then left. Later that same day
hanging out on the bleachers Nicole came up with a smile and
a new found happiness to her. And said “So?” and thankfully I
didn’t say it but it was said that you couldn’t play. With that her
smile didn’t really leave her I think she kind of knew already, but
she was thankful that we tried. I didn’t notice it at first but her
eyes seemed like she was thinking. Scheming would be a
better word.
Everything went back to normal until May, when she
went to the principal’s office to ask him to give her permission
to play football for the team. He stated that there isn’t a law
banning women on the football team but it is unheard of. And
so after that the coach was outraged, but he didn’t express
himself to us because we were just kids and friends of Nicole’s.
And so on a hot sunny day in August the first practice would
have come and left but that day was the worst day of my high
school career. First, in the summer the team usually practices
without pads we just do conditioning and wait to hit people
until school starts. But with the first day we were in full gear.
We all knew why. It was his plan to make her quit. But that task
would be very hard to do, he found out. So we had to do two
a day everyday for the summer. After the first 3 days 7 players
quit and no, it wasn’t Nicole. The coach started to get creative.
I believe it was August 30th. It was the hottest day and I was
sweating even before practice started. But his plan was
working; Nicole was like the walking dead. But she did have
heart. And over and over we started sprinting the entire length
of the field and back; it seemed like forever. I don’t think I was
feeling anything except pain. I can only imagine what she was
feeling. And so after about 25 minutes of this torture she
stopped at the 25 yard line took off her helmet and shoulder

Matt McDonald

pads and walked right up to the coach and said “Fuck you and
Fuck off, you win I quit.” She walked away crying or sweating or
both. We all felt for her. She had what it took to be a football
player. She never even got to hit anyone. But the next day she
was happy. She proved to herself that she did it. And the next
day those 7 players that quit were back on the team as if they
never left. With that my 3 friends and I never played football
again. We all lost respect for the coach and the team.

It was his plan to make her quit.
But that task would be very hard to do,
he found out.
The team that year won only one game. And I believe
it’s been like that since. I believe that women can do everything
that men can do even contact sports and she taught me that.
The coach I believe was a sexist pig who didn’t know what he
had until it was gone. But during our graduation ceremony the
coach went to Nicole and all of us and shook her hand and said
“congratulations I hope you don’t ever lose your dreams.” At
the time she said thank you sarcastically, but later at the prom
she smiled that smile I saw before this whole football thing
happened and we all knew that the coach changed. The next
time a girl wants to play, I believe he will treat her the same as
the men.
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Women of Skill, Focus, and Determination
Justin Oakley

People discriminate against women all the time. This
discrimination is especially prominent in certain social circles
which are united by one common interest and are often very
competitive. As a musician, I am aware that some men
discriminate against women because they don’t think that they
will be as good as themselves, or even that they should be
playing their instrument in the first place. There is also
discrimination against women in the world of sports. My friend
recently experiences discrimination when she attended a
tournament for a video game a few weeks ago.

A few weeks ago, Lizz decided that she
wanted to attend and compete in
a tournament that was being held for Halo 3
at the local video game store called Play and Trade.

Lauren Percz
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Lizz, a friend I have had for a little more than four years
now, is excellent at playing video games. Whenever the rest of
my friends and I partake in the ritual-like rotting of our brains
through video games, Lizz is always among the top ranks, and
more often than not is at the highest one. I am always left
wondering exactly how she wins by such large, undisputable
margins. Many would claim that she had luck on her side if her
proficiency in playing wasn’t so apparent. The game that is
arguable Lizz’s forte is called Halo 3, the third installment of a
first-person shooting game series that requires both technique
and insightful strategy in order to prevail and come out on top.
It is by far one of the more sophisticated games that is widely
played competitively.
A few weeks ago, Lizz decided that she wanted to
attend and compete in a tournament that was being held for
Halo 3 at the local video game store called Play and Trade. The
tournament involved competing in preliminaries, then normal
matches, semi-finals, and then the finals. From the moment Lizz
arrived at the tournament she was getting weird looks and
reactions from all of the other attendees who were largely
males. Disregarding these reactions, Lizz cleaned house in the
preliminary matches without even trying all too hard. So far the
competition appeared to be greatly inadequate. Without delay
Lizz immediately received jeers from other participants about
her gender. Some men would even insult her while they were
playing and losing against her. In the end, Lizz made it into the
finals with ease. In these matches she completely smoked the
competition and managed to win the whole tournament. She
collected her prize as the men who were previously cursing her
were actually respectful towards her and congratulated her on
her victory.
In competitive circles of interest, there is always a
distinction between genders. Boy and girl competitions exist
through sports and other areas of competition. The example I
have presented shows that someone of a particular gender
doesn’t have to be less proficient at a given task just because the
common consensus is that they are. One’s gender does not
determine one’s skill, focus, determination, and practice.

Drawings In Black and White

Patty Johnston
Matt McDonald

Jenifer Chiodo
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In Memoriam: Mary Daly (1928-2010)
Kristyna Ivashko
Reflections on a Women’s Club Discussion

Mary Daly was an American radical feminist philosopher. Her views on
men were that she didn’t think about them nor did she really care about them;
she was more concerned about women’s capacities which have been
diminished under patriarchy. Mary Daly created intellectual and spiritual space
where none existed for women before. In her courageous and outrageous work,
and especially because of her Catholic upbringing, Daly questioned and put her
finger on the central point of patriarchy: “If God is male, then the male is God”.
Many of us hesitate to question or to think about the facts of how
women in the past and still in the present have been put down and rejected by
the society’s acceptance of men’s domination and power. Many women stepped
aside and let men be the leaders. Even if we take a step back and look at the past,
we see the image where a woman showed herself as a “housewife”, meaning
taking care of the children, cleaning, bringing dinner to the table every night, and
pleasing her husband; the man would represent himself as the head of the
household, getting educated, going to work and supporting the family. As children were growing up, this is the picture they would see,
believing the roles of their parents were what was expected of them in the future, or in other words were their goals in life. So who
is to blame except ourselves for these pictures the children were getting? Now it’s in the hands of women to change these images.
Today, we don’t see much of the “housewife” roles. Many women are now getting educated, and working as much as men,
and as many of us would think women have become equal with men, but as one of the professor’s said: “This is just a good cover
up”. The inequality between men and women still exists today. Mary Daly as one of many feminists who stood up and didn’t hesitate
to challenge male dominance and patriarchal authority.Through her studies and her nonfiction books, Mary Daly opened the eyes to
many women. We as women should thank her for her courage and outstanding work. We should now show the world that women
are leaders, that we are strong, smart, dominant human beings.
Daly is best known for her second book, Beyond God the Father (1973). Often regarded as a foundational work in feminist
theology, Beyond God the Father is her attempt to explain and overcome androcentrism in Western religion; Daly adapts a playful writing style as she attempts to rehabilitate "God-talk" for the women's liberation movement by building on the writing of
existentialist theologians such as Paul Tillich.
Daly’s Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism (1978) argues that men throughout history have sought to oppress
women. In this book she focuses on the actual practices that, in her view, perpetuate patriarchy, which she calls a religion.

Daly’s Pure Lust: Elemental Feminist Philosophy (1984) and Webster’s First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English
Language (1987) introduce an alternative language to explain the process of exorcism and ecstasy. In Wickedary Daly provides
definitions as well as chants that she says can be used by women to free themselves from patriarchal oppression. She also
explores the labels that she says patriarchal society places on women to prolong what she sees as male domination of society. Daly said it is the role of women to unveil the liberatory nature of labels such as “Hag”, “Witch”, and “Lunatic.”
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About the Spring 2010 Issue

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I love this magazine. It highlights so many issues we women face. I love the article,“A Letter to Men by a 21st Century
Woman,” by Brittany Anderson. She’s absolutely right. Why are women criticized for something men get praised for?
I hate that a girl is seen as whore because she’s had a lot of boyfriends or maybe likes two guys at the same time. Some
guys have two girlfriends or more at the same time and they’re considered players. I’m so glad someone is finally telling
men off. ~ Veronica Torres
I did not like “A Letter to Men by a 21st Century Woman,” because it sends a message of hate towards males
showing them as sneaky and promiscuous. Although this is true of a lot of people, male and female, she makes no
distinction between the men she’s slept with (scummy, lying, players) and the male population in general.
~ Nick Schmid
I truly love your magazine! I feel it’s a great way for both women and even men to express how they feel! I really like
how blunt some of the stories are. My absolute favorite was, “A Letter to Men by a 21st Century Woman.” When I
read it I literally wanted to shout Hallelujah! ~ Adrienne Acquafredda
I was pleasantly surprised to see the article, “Unfiltered Thoughts” by David Shulski in this magazine. Though I found
parts of it disgusting and shook my head often, I found it to be brutally honest and it is very refreshing for a magazine
of a certain view, in your case feminist, to have pieces from the opposition. ~ Corynne Dematteo
I can relate to a lot of what this guy is saying in ‘Unfiltered Thoughts.” His way of describing the woman’s vagina is
amusing to me. I agree about wanting to eventually get laid. ~ Juan Carlos Liriano
After reading the first story in Lilith I couldn’t put it down. I read it entirely and ended up completely crying. I’m
absolutely moved by all the stories. I love that many aren’t just about women but also men, gay rights, pop culture,
foreign culture and more. I hope you always keep it this diverse to show the spectrum of injustice and range of
personal experience. ~ Jonathan Bonina
I’m not a big fan of reading but these personal essays are so eye-opening and real. To know they are written by
students from my college is what makes the magazine intriguing to me. I read most of the stories and essays within a
few days of having it. ~ Alyssa Williams
The piece “Still a Mother” was especially meaningful to me because something similar happened to someone very close
to me. ~ Jacqueline Jusino
My favorite article was on “Women in Video Games.” Gaming is a hobby of mine and I like to read about how women
are making an impact in a mostly male hobby. ~ Sarah Rogers
I think this magazine is really cool. I would like to see more about celebrities in the music business and how they are
affecting young people as they are growing up, because in my opinion many of these so-called “role models” are
ruining the younger generation by teaching them how to be bad people. ~ Jeff Thomas
The poem, “If I Were a Man, I Could Dress like a Fruit,” by Toni-Marie Perreco, I find to be very true. Not all women
are the same, and not all women are skinny like the so called “typical woman.” ~ Diana Edmiston
I like the uncensored truth the stories capture, and how they portray real modern day women. The writers don’t try
to hide anything. They come right out and say exactly how they feel no matter how raw or controversial it may be.
~ Samantha M.

Helpful Phone Numbers
ABUSE

Brighter Tomorrow’s (shelter)
395-1800
Long Island Women’s Coalition Hotline
666-8833
Retreat: Domestic Violence Services
329-2200
To Report Child Abuse
1-800-342-3720
Victim’s Information Bureau Of Suffolk
360-3606

CHILD DEVELOPMENT/CARE

Association for the Help of Retarded Children
585-0100
Child Care Council of Suffolk, Inc.
462-0303
Cornell Cooperative Extension
Parenting Resources
727-7850

COUNSELING SERVICES/MENTAL HEALTH
Alternatives/East End Counseling Project
283-4440
Family Counseling Services (Hamptons)
288-1954
Family Service League (Huntington)
427-3700
FEGS L.I. Call Center
516-496-7550
Smithtown Ministries
736-4800
Pederson-Krag Mental Center
920-8000
YMCA Family Services
281-6114

HOTLINES

Gay & Lesbian Switchboard of Long Island 665-3700
(Weekdays 7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. )
National Runaway Switchboard
1-800-786-2929
Responses Crisis Hotline
751-7500
Long Island Association for Aids Care
385-2451

LEGAL

Nassau-Suffolk Law Services (Civil Law)

232-2400

Suffolk County Bar Association

234-5577

Legal Referral Service

SPANISH SPEAKING INFORMATION
SIDA

WOMEN’S CENTERS

1-800-233-7432

Brookhaven Office of Women’s Services Helpline
698-2074
Dress for Success
Islip Women’s Services/Human Development
224-5325
Women’s Center of Huntington
549-0485

YOUTH SERVICE

Babylon Youth Bureau
Big Brothers/Big Sisters (Hauppauge)
Brookhaven Youth Bureau (Farmingville)
Islip Youth Bureau

422-7660
273-1469
451-8011
360-7595

Suffolk County Department of Labor

853-6600

EMPLOYMENT

DRUG/ALCOHOL

Alcoholics Anonymous
654-1150
Alternatives East End Counseling Project
369-1200
Phoenix House
306-5710
Catholic Charities
654-1919
Drug and Alcohol Treatment Advisory
1-800-NODRUGS
Suffolk County Division of Alcohol and
Substance Abuse
853-8500

